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Abstract

Making inference and extracting information out of images is one of the most im-

portant aspects that computer vision methods are presented with. From the many

techniques that exist, Markov Random Fields has been found to be a powerful math-

ematical tool that is both flexible – it can be adapted easily to different applications;

and that has the ability to model, with different depths of complexity, the uncertainty

that is found in many vision problems.

In this PhD I propose and evaluate comparatively a novel Hidden Markov Model

for modeling and extracting vine structure from images, that is, hierarchical connec-

tivity of vine canes. Extracting canes from vine images is a challenging problem

given there are many occluded regions and overlapping canes present in such im-

ages. Previous research in the area of modeling trees and plants in images make use

of manual intervention for solving the mentioned issues, or they make assumptions

of the input images that are not valid in my setup. My proposed model aims to tackle

directly the inference of connectivity between visible parts of canes, it is fully auto-

matic and can be adapted to different structures other than vines. Here, connectivity

inference can be done using any MAP inference method. Therefore, I have selected

four methods for comparison, which are Iterated Conditional Model, Simulated An-

nealing, a heuristic random search based on Gibbs Sampling and Belief Propagation.

These four methods are commonly used in computer vision for solving similar tasks

to vine structure retrieval. In this thesis, I show comparative results of my proposed

methods against manually annotated ground truth data. My Markov model and MAP
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inference methods generalize and achieve two times higher precision values when

compared to prior research. They also compare similarly to heuristic methods for

vine structure that were developed as a part of the same project this thesis belongs

to. Furthermore, I also analyzed experimentally the convergence of the selected in-

ference methods using vine images from which I know the true optimum value and

conclude that Gibbs sampling achieves better performance in comparison to the other

methods that usually get stuck at local optimums.

Finally, the architecture of the system proposed in this thesis is similar to current

methods in image parsing and scene understanding in computer vision. The results

indicate that my proposed Markov Model together with the selected Maximum A-

Posteriori–MAP inference framework are state-of-the-art methods in computer vi-

sion applied to the problem of vine structure extraction.
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Introduction

1.1 Context of the Problem

The research presented in this thesis is part of a robot system that aims to au-

tomatically prune grape vines. The robot is composed of a vision system and a

robot arm installed inside a vehicle straddling vines. An illustration of this system is

illustrated in Figure 1.1. The current pipeline of the vision system is depicted in Fig-

Figure 1.1: Robot for automatically pruning grape vines.

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

ure 1.2. Firstly, a set of LEDs and three cameras illuminate and capture stereo frames

of the vines. The vehicle is designed to block light from outside, so all images cap-

tured are under similar illumination constraints. Secondly, the system extracts 2D

cane structure for each frame image. For example, for three cameras, at any given

specific time the system will output three images of the same vine from different per-

spectives, and the system extracts 2D canes for each of these three images, yielding

three 2D structures. The 2D structure information includes the location, orientation

and thickness of each of the canes present in a vine image. Subsequently, the sys-

tem performs stereo correspondence and matching of the three cameras extracted

2D structures, and builds a 3D model of the imaged vine. With this 3D model, an

AI component decides which canes to cut, and path planning algorithms are used to

move the robot arm while avoiding collisions and pruning the vine.

1.2 Problem Description
In the context of the robot system described in the previous section, in this thesis

I am interested in methods for automatically extracting 2D vine information from the

imaged vines. This will be referred as the vine structure, and includes the following

data (see Figure 1.3):

2D Vine Structure

1. Canes Graph: Graph describing connectivity of all canes segments present

in the image.

2. Canes orientation: Direction of every cane segment.

3. Canes width: Width of every cane segment.

The vine structure will be used to reconstruct a 3D model of the vine using stereo

correspondence. Methods of the robot system in Figure 1.2 that are not aimed to

recover the 2D vine structure of vines (e.g. 3D stereo correspondence for building a

3D model of the vine), are out of the scope of my research. Also, methods for the
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Figure 1.2: Vision system pipeline of the robot for automatically pruning grape vines.



4 Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.3: Vine structure from 2D images. Vines (left) have a tree structure (middle)
which can be represented in a graph (right).

extraction of other 2D elements present in vine images such as posts, wires and other

scene elements different from vine canes are out of the scope of this research.

Estimating the vine structure is a complex task. Figure 1.4 shows some interac-

tions between canes that make estimating the vine hierarchy challenging. As it can

be seen, the main source of ambiguity in cane connectivity is that of cane occlusions.

Canes may occlude branching points, cane tips, and/or multiple other canes. These

are not the only issues one can encounter while extracting cane hierarchy. In some

cases overlapping canes have the same color making it challenging for tracking their

edges and extract width. Also, canes can occur with segments perpendicular to the

image plane, which makes it challenging for extracting correctly their orientation. In

summary this thesis proposes and evaluates a vision model to resolve the aforemen-

tioned issues and extract the vine structure from images.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis

Given the occlusion and overlapping problems described in the previous section,

recovering directly full canes from images is highly complex. This means that ex-

tracting only parts of the canes that are not occluded and that do not overlap is in
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(a) Branching occluded by another cane. (b) Multiple canes occluded in the same re-
gion.

(c) Cane tips finishing at non background re-
gions.

(d) Combinations of (a) and (b)

Figure 1.4: Different cane occlusions and connectivity issues.



6 Chapter 1 Introduction

general easier. Furthermore, occlusions can be modeled and solved by performing

inference of connectivity between the observable cane parts.

In this way, this PhD thesis proposes and evaluates a probabilistic model that is

suitable for modeling cane segments and connectivity between them. My approach

is divided into two major subsystems; Cane Segments Extraction and Cane Connec-

tivity Inference. See Figure 1.3 as a reference. In the first subsystem, the goal is to

subdivide the image into several cane parts or segments that are directly observable

from images. These segments are named in Figure 1.3 from C1 to C12. In the sec-

ond subsystem, a vine model is proposed where state-of-the-art inference methods

in computer vision can be applied to build the vine structure graph. This thesis de-

scribes in detail the definition of this probabilistic vine model, and also evaluate four

commonly used inference methods for recovering vine structure from images.

The content of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2: This chapter looks into related research containing modeling and

extracting tree shapes and hierarchy/structure of trees and plants. This in-

cludes skeletonization, part-based modeling, and bottom-up/top-down meth-

ods in computer vision. I will also analyze which method is better suited for

the vine structure inference problem.

• Chapter 3: This chapter proposes a novel vine structure model using a Hidden

Markov Random Field. The chapter starts by describing in detail the subsystem

of Cane Segments Extraction that uses skeletonisation on binary images to

model observable cane parts. Then, it describes in detail the construction of

the proposed Markov model, and formulates everything in a way that any state-

of-the-art method for estimating the Maximum A-Posteriori can be applied to

extract cane connectivity and vine structure.

• Chapter 4 - Chapter 5: In Chapter 4, I select four state-of-the-art inference

methods for using with the proposed vine model. Each method is described in

detail including the algorithm being used. Then in Chapter 5, I present results

of the inference methods. All methods are compared to each other with respect
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to the structures retrieved, accuracy and recall against ground truth and prior

research. Evaluation methods are described as well in detail.

• Chapter 6: This chapter summarizes my findings, gives directions for future

research, and concludes this document.

1.4 Main Goal and Contributions
The main goal of this thesis is to propose and evaluate state-of-the-art methods

of probabilistic inference in computer vision applied to the problem of vine structure

extraction as described in the previous subsections. With this goal in mind, my main

contributions are:

• A novel Hidden Markov Model for modeling vine structure in images. My

model makes use of skeletonisation and polylines to model cane segments,

both being highly used in related research that aims to model plants and trees

(see Chapter 2). This implies that my model is very flexible and could be easily

adapted to represent other structures different from vines.

• A novel formulation of the vine structure extraction problem as the solution to

a MAP inference problem, which is a state-of-the-art framework in computer

vision. In particular, I propose a novel energy cost model in terms of cane

flow and connectivity; and I selected and evaluated four widely used inference

methods for solving vine structure via MAP inference and using the proposed

Markov model. These methods are Iterated Conditional Modes, Simulated

Annealing, a heuristic random search based on Gibbs Sampling and Belief

Propagation.

• An evaluation and comparison of the proposed vine structure inference meth-

ods. I compare values of precision and recall of the chosen inference methods

against manually annotated ground truth data. Here I present improvements

upon prior research by achieving more than twice higher precision values,

while keeping similar recall values.
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2

Related Research

In this chapter I describe and discuss related methods for estimation of vine structures

in images. In the methods that I propose for modeling vines and inferring structure

in following chapters, there are two fundamental branches of topics to be reviewed.

The first area of research I must review is that of methods for modeling and repre-

senting plants and trees in images. Here I will observe that, similar to my proposed

method, skeletonisation of binary images is a commonly used approach to represent

and model tree structures and hierarchy of articulated objects including plants. Other

popular methods include models for how plants grow and representations for tree

branches based on geometric primitives like cylinders. A literature review of this

area of research is presented in Section 2.1.

The second area of research that I must review is that of finding structure in

images. Finding hierarchical structure of objects in images, or in general, modeling

and extracting relations between objects in a depicted scene is a fundamental and

broad problem in computer vision. It includes topics about scene understanding,

bottom-up/top-down image parsing/grammars and part-based modeling in computer

vision. Many of these methods, including my proposed approach, are formulated

in the context of Maximum A-Posteriori – MAP estimation and thus are of interest

for my research. Therefore, in Section 2.2, I will review probabilistic approaches to

structure in images and review methods of bottom-up/top-down parsing, part-based

9



10 Chapter 2 Related Research

models and image parsing in general that make use of MAP estimation for solving

structure from images.

2.1 Plant Modeling, Reconstruction and Synthesis

A recent summary of tree modeling research can be found in Lopez et al. [53] and

Zhang et al. [102]. As noted by the authors, tree modeling research can be divided

into two main branches. Firstly synthesis methods, focus on defining mathematical

models for synthesizing realistic trees. The idea is to procedurally generate a type

of tree or plant and simulate how it grows and evolves over time. This have been

done using either shape grammars, botanic rules knowledge, physical simulations or

heuristics [84, 77, 76]. Secondly reconstruction methods, focus on reconstructing 3D

tree geometry of the plants and trees that have been sampled from the real world [89,

51, 42]. It is worth noting that some synthesis methods like the one in Kang and

Quan [43] incorporate reconstruction techniques in order to learn and use information

from real samples and improve the synthetic results.

Note that my problem of extracting vine structure from images is more related

to reconstruction methods. This is because instead of simulating and constructing a

model for generating vines, I aim to use vine image samples to extract their specific

structure. The goal is that the same structure extraction procedure can be used for

any input vine image. Thus, my problem is closely related to image-based plant

modeling and reconstruction [71, 102], where the input is a set of images and the

output depending on the application in question solves for specific information of

the tree/plant, which in my case is the vine structure.

Figure 2.1 shows a general diagram that encapsulates state-of-the-art approaches

to reconstruction and synthesis of plant and/or tree structures. Transition arrows in

this diagram correspond to different computer vision and image processing methods

used by different authors. In the literature, there appear to be three main categories

for devices used for sampling plant and trees from the real world. These are scanners,

time-of-flight depth cameras, and standard RGB cameras. This means that in general

the input of a reconstruction system can be either 2D images, or 3D data like point

clouds or incomplete 3D approximations of the target plant. There could be hybrid
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Figure 2.1: Plant/Tree Modeling, Reconstruction and Synthesis Methods. This di-
agram encapsulate previous research methods of modeling, reconstruction and syn-
thesis of plants as a particular path. A path starts always at the Capture Device
node, and from there, depending on the approach, it flows into the other nodes. For
example, the arrow labeled A represents the different computer vision and image
processing methods that have been used for getting an skeleton representation from
input 2D images of plants. The diagram is also separated in the middle to differen-
tiate methods that use 3D and 2D information respectively. My proposed method,
presented in the following chapters, is shown here in green. The letters represent
related methods to my approach, and they are reviewed in this section.
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methods like the one presented in Quan et al. [71] which start with 2D images and

then produce a 3D point cloud using structure from motion. Furthermore, recently

different hybrid methods have been proposed. For example Paproki et al. [65], Ku-

mar et al. [45] and Zheng et al. [105] used voxel carving for modeling cotton plants

and plant roots respectively. Finally, Ni and Burks [62] and Dey et al. [16] used dense

stereo to reconstruct models of vines and citrus trees. Differently to these methods,

our pruning system follows a feature-based approach. The system uses RGB cam-

eras that produce 2D vine images which I use as input. From here, my goal is to

extract two dimensional vine structures from 2D images and skeletons so that we

can use stereo correspondence/matching to reconstruct a 3D model of the vine. In

the diagram of Figure 2.1 this proposed method for vine structure inference follows

the path (A→ B) with nodes and transitions shown in green. Thus, my methods are

entirely developed in the 2D domain, and the 3D reconstruction of vines, though is

part of the whole pruning system, is out of the scope this thesis.

In the following I concentrate my literature review on the methods referenced

in the diagram by the letters A and B, which relates respectively to skeletonisation

of tree and plant images, and tree structure computation from skeletons. Also, I

include the category of methods referenced by the letter C, since they construct tree

structures from 2D images without using skeletonisation, and thus they are relevant

to my research.

2.1.1 Tree / Plant Structure Modeling and Fitting

In the previous section I divided plant structure research into synthesis and re-

construction methods. In this section I review methods of modeling and fitting plant

models with the aim of both synthesizing and reconstructing plant structures, and

in relation to my problem of modeling and extracting vine structure from images.

In summary, in modeling methods one is interested in describing formally a plant

in a structured manner from the topological, geometrical, physical and chemical

properties which may be involved in its growing and its interaction with the envi-

ronment. On the other hand in fitting methods, one is interested in taking a given

model and represent real world plants through the model. For example, in a parame-
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Figure 2.2: An Axial Tree Structure to describe the topology of plants. Adapted from
Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [69].

terized model, fitting would refer to computing the parameters of the model given an

observed plant. These two topics are reviewed with detail in the following.

Plant Structure Modeling

Modeling of plant structures in its simplest form can be done by using hierarchies

of parts, that is, branching structures and tree-graphs [55, 40]. Here for simplicity

one also assumes that the plant scale is fixed, which means the model is restricted to

a snapshot of the plant during its life-time. In Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [69],

Axial Trees are defined to complement simple tree-graph structures with the botanical

notion of branches. Figure 2.2 illustrates this concept. An axial tree is often seen as a

purely topological description of the plant, since no information specific to a species
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or interaction with the environment is taking into account in this model. Similar to

my proposed model, each branch in an axial tree is decomposed into segments, which

are inter-connected to each other by node points in a hierarchical order according to

a main branch. Axial trees can be augmented with rewriting rules and/or L-systems.

The augmented models are mainly used to produce synthetic results [69, 40], but they

are hard to use for modeling real world plants because a mechanism for constructing

the set of rules from real samples of a determined species is unknown or cannot be

easily defined in the general case [69].

A more general and robust plant model is that of Functional-Structural Plant

Model-FSPM defined by Godin and Sinoquet [32]. A FSPM is able to simulate

the evolution over time of the plant structure while taking into account the plant

physiology [64]. The name comes from the fact that the model is a mixture of a

structural component with a functional component. Here structure refers to the net-

work of spatially interconnected plant primitives, that is, a topological description of

the plant; and the functional component refers to the physic-chemical processes in-

volved in the growth of the plant (e.g, photosynthesis, water transportation, etc.) [96].

Recent surveys on FSPM can be found in Sievanen et al. [84] and Hanan et al. [39].

Early works in FSPM were done by Godin et al. [31] when researching multi scale

representations of plant structures. This model proposed an attributed graph to de-

scribe the plant structure at multiple scales. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this

model’s structure graph, connections between nodes are associated with a function

that can take as values any of the symbols + and <. Here, the + symbol indicates

that a growing node has branched into other plant parts; and the < symbol is used

merely as an ordering of successive internodes—plant parts with a succession link

to another plant parts that do not present any branching. In contrast to my proposed

model, a multi-scale plant model uses attributes of angles between connection of

plant parts and length of each of node. However, my model is simpler in the sense

that I do not differentiate between inter-nodes and growing units. Furthermore, in my

model the graph nodes are connections and there is no need to differentiate between

links between plant parts, because the plant topology is only implicitly described (see

Chapter 3).
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Figure 2.3: Multi-Scale Plant Structure Model. In the top, the evolution over time
of a plant topology. Here, the topology of the structure at time t shown in black is
not affected by the growing mechanism which produce new branches shown in gray.
In the middle, the two different types of connections between plant parts. Growing
units are represented with the letter u and internodes are represented with the letter
I . In the bottom an attributed graph model to describe the structure of the plant.
Adapted from Godin et al. [31].
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Figure 2.4: Markov Random Field for the modeling a tree structure in Chen and
Neubert [12]. In (a) the input user sketch. In (b) the Markov tree for the input;
and in (c) the factor graph of (b) for performing inference. Adapted from Chen and
Neubert [12].

Axial trees and the early model of Godin et al. [31] only incorporated topological

and temporal rewriting relations between nodes. In Ong et al. [64, 63], FSPM were

coupled with graph grammars to address multi scale representations of functional

properties of plants. This resulted in a complex model were the graph structure is a

layered description of botanical parts of the plant at different scales. In this kind of

structure descriptions, all processes involved in the growing of plants such as cellular

divisions are modeled as well in a relational graph [63]. Similar plant structures as

layered/multi-scale graphs have been introduced as well in [3] and has been recently

used in synthesis of trees from sample images by Zhang et al. [102].

Finally, the method of Chen and Neubert [12] is the closest related to my pro-

posed solution of modeling plant structure. This is shown in Figure 2.4. The ulti-

mate goal of Chen and Neubert is that of synthesizing realistic trees from a set of

user input strokes. In this approach, an input sketch is matched to a database of tree

templates to extract the most similar predefined tree structure the user is specifying.

This initial tree template is then used as a prior in a probabilistic model that is able

to synthesize a realistic branching structure that resembles the input template by us-

ing MAP inference. Here, similar to my methods, tree structure is modeled using

a Markov Random Field–MRF. However, in this model the Markov network is as-
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sumed to be a tree and is defined in a direct mapping of graph nodes to branch points

and graph edges to branch segments. Also, differently to my method, the random

variable defined at nodes is the depth of the end tips of branch segments, in order for

the structure of the tree to be in three dimensions. Inference over this probabilistic

model is performed using Iterative Conditional Modes, a method that I also consider

in my evaluation for comparison of different inference methods to find vine structure

from images (see Chapters 4, 5). The main difference of my approach to that of Chen

and Neubert, is that my Markov network is not necessarily a tree, since in my meth-

ods this graph is constructed from the input images and not from user input. This

imply that inference in my MRF is harder and can only be approximated, in contrast

to a tree graph were MAP inference can be done exactly by using a method like

belief propagation [7]. Given that a tree Markov network cannot be easily defined

automatically from input binary images, my method is then a novel way to model

tree structure with a MRF.

In summary, plan/tree structures modeling can be either purely topological or a

detailed physical description of the evolution growth of the plant. Also, all plant

structure models use a graph in one way or another to represent relations of differ-

ent botanical entities of the plant in question. In my methods, a vine is subdivided

into cane segments, and the vine structure is also modeled as a graph encoding con-

nectivity relations between segments. However, the input vines are considered to be

always at a stage of pruning, and therefore there is no need to model evolution over

time. Therefore, my approach can be regarded as a non-functional structure model

of a vine, similar to axial trees and the multi-scale model of Godin et al. [31], and

such that it uses a MRF model similar to Chen and Neubert [12] to infer the best tree

structure for an input vine image.

Plant Structure Fitting and Skeletonisation

In the previous section I noted that structure is modeled by using graphs of rela-

tions between the botanical parts of a plant in question, and it is used to describe both

physical and functional parts of the plant. In this section I am interested in reviewing

state-of-the-art methods for fitting or recovering a plant structure model from 2D im-
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Figure 2.5: Primal Sketch for plant reconstruction. Top Input images, bottom recov-
ered sketch. Adapted from Han et al. [36].

ages. These methods are represented in the diagram of the Figure 2.1 by the arrows

that arrive to the node with the Tree Structure label.

As shown in the diagram of Figure 2.1, methods for recovering plant structure

can be classified into methods that use skeletonisation (tagged with the letter B)

and methods that build structure directly from the images (tagged with the letter

C) without using skeletonisation. However, in the literature skeletonisation is used

with more frequency, except for the method presented by Han et al. [36] and derived

methods of image parsing and grammars [93, 107]. In Han’s model, image features

are used for building structure. More specifically, the author proposed to use a primal

sketch [35] – a description of an image in terms of a hierarchy of features. Figure 2.5

shows some examples of this model. As pointed out by Zhu et al. [107], the primal

sketch can be regarded as the first attempt to explain content in an image with context

sensitive relational graphs, which is the main goal of image grammars [107]. In

Han’s paper, given an input image, the idea was to extract and represent the geometry

and photometric structures in a graph of the plant parts in relation to other scene parts

(background etc.). Inference on the graph can be used for solving occluded areas etc.
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Han primal sketch method was tested on plant images, but results were found rather

limited by Quan and Tan [71], because of the ad hoc probability priors set in the

model.

In contrast to these methods, skeletonisation has been the method of choice for

recovering plant structure from images. A recent summary and introduction of skele-

tonisation for plants and trees modeling can be found in Bucksch et al. [10]. Skeleton

have been used in both 3D and 2D domains and in general can be computed from

either 3D images of voxels, point clouds or 2D binary images. Skeletons are shape

descriptors that are computed by applying morphological operations on the input set

(2D or 3D). These operations can be thinning, ridge finding, medial axis transform

or hybrid methods [30, 91, 53, 52]. Other forms of skeletonisation used in plant

and tree modeling are principal curves [80] and the Reeb graph [10]. Despite of the

method used, the aim of skeletonisation for plant or tree modeling is to represent the

branches centerlines and to use this representation for computing the graph structure

as seen in the previous section [10].

The two main issues with skeletonisation for finding structure of plants and trees

is that of topology incompleteness and how to transform skeleton pixels into a hi-

erarchical structure representation. Figure 2.6 illustrates these issues. Gittoes et

al. [30, 29] performed a quantitative analysis of the use of skeletonisation methods

for modeling vines. The authors found that, in the general case, connectivity and

topology information is lost. This issue is also reflected on the literature, given that

several authors device a way to tackle the recovering of the connectivity of skeletons

parts and its hierarchy. For example, many methods use help from an user interface.

Lopez et al. [52, 53] reported that when using skeletonisation for trees, user input

refinement is often necessary for solving overlapping and occlusions between differ-

ent tree segments. Also, Quan et al. [71] used manual adjustments for synthesizing

trees from skeleton descriptors. In Xu et al. [99], the author built a weighted graph of

scattered 3D points for approximating the skeleton by using Dijkstra’s shortest path

algorithm. However, in this approach the root needs to be located by the user. Tan

et al. [89], developed an user interface to enable refinement of the skeleton branches.

The system allowed deletion of skeleton nodes and other topological corrections for
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Figure 2.6: Skeletonisation for plants. In the top row, different skeletonisation al-
gorithms to represent the shape of the input (left) vine image. On the bottom row,
different interpretations that can be obtained from a skeleton representation. Images
adapted from Gittoes et al. [30, 29].

improving the tree model. Also, Neubert et al. [60] reported that in his method to

model realistic trees from images, better results could be achieved when using hu-

man input to place control points in the image. These controls points are used to

compute a skeletal descriptor of the tree region in an input image. Subsequently,

Neubert’s model was extended by Tan et al. [88]. In this extended model, the author

reported they used an user interface to sketch visible branches occluded by foliage

of an input tree image. Also, Binney et al. [6] used user input to locate the trunk of

a tree, and used a probabilistic generative procedure to fit trunk connected branches

and hierarchy. Finally, Schilling et al. [79] used principal curves for recovering tree

topology from TLS Data, but manual segmentation of the skeleton branches had to

be performed. This segmentation is shown on Figure 2.7.

For my vine structure problem, user input is not an option, given we want the
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Figure 2.7: Segmentation of branches on a binary tree image. Adapted from Schilling
et al. [79].

robot arm to be totally automatized to prune vines. Automatic methods for solv-

ing skeletonisation issues and hierarchical graph structure have been extensively re-

searched as well. Livny et al. [51] defined Branch Skeletal Graphs for approximate

skeletal structure of observed laser 3D point sets. The initial graphs are estimated

assuming that different trees appear in the data as high density clusters. Then, the ap-

proach select the centroid of the cluster as the root of a tree, and minimum spanning

trees are used to compute which points are more likely to be part of the same branch.

At the end of this procedure, the skeletal structure is recovered, but occlusions could

only be solved on small local areas. Preuksakarn et al. [67] computed skeleton hi-

erarchy using a space colonization algorithm and principal component analysis over

a set of contracted 3D points. The author reported the results were sensitive to the

skeleton nodes properties they used. More recently Zhang et al. [102] reconstructed

branch skeletons using a novel cylinder marching algorithm. The connectivity be-

tween the skeleton branches were solved using particle flow, and synthetic trees were

built from image samples of trees. In Shenglian et al. [54] skeletons were modeled

with B-Splines and they were extracted from a point cloud using Laplacian smooth-

ing together with a filtering method of scattered points. In this method, joining of

skeletons parts was performed using a priori knowledge of the plant in question,
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like branching angle, leaf inclination among others descriptions referent to the tree

species [54]. The authors tested the method of apple trees but found it to be non very

practical given the time complexity of the reconstruction process.

Recovering automatically the structure of plants from skeletons can be challeng-

ing if no other information of the branches is taken into account. In my methods

to recover structure hierarchy, skeletons are divided into different segments and at-

tributes are given at candidates connections to help in the structure inference. Sim-

ilarly, in the literature many methods augment skeletonisation representations with

a measure of the width of the branches and other properties like length and mass.

For instance, Lopez and Shantharaj [52] used 3D skeletons and visual hull data for

reconstructing the width and real volume of plant roots. The paper reported that the

input images need to have high resolution for modeling fine and small segments of

the root. Similarly, Shlyakhter and Rozenoer [83] used the tree visual hull to approx-

imate a tree medial-axis skeleton from input images. The skeleton was used as input

for an L-System that solves for branch thickness and subsequently structure. Also, by

using a rule based branching process, in Sakaguchi et al. [76, 77] the author modeled

branch segments with not only width but also with length, mass and weight with the

purpose of synthesizing realistic trees from sample images. In turn, Teng et al. [91]

used skeleton thickness to discard image segmented regions that were not plausibly

branches of a tree in question. In this model, the thickness at a skeleton point is

heuristically computed during the skeletonisation process by counting the number

of morphological operations that need to be done on the original binary image to

reach the skeleton point. On the other hand, Xu and Gossett [99] researched more

in depth the subject of width of tree segments. The authors made use Leonardo Da

Vinci conjecture: all branches of a tree at every stage of its height when put together

are equal in thickness to the trunk, and defined their approach taking by true that the

sum of cross-sections of all children branches must be approximated equal to that

of their parent. In the paper a refinement of this model is considered, where width

also depends upon mass of the branch, and orientation of the children with respect

to the parent is governed by a mathematical model. Similarly, Neubert et al. [60]

determined thickness of branches by using Da Vinci’s rule and particle flows, and
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Figure 2.8: Related methods to my approach to build a hierarchy from skeletonisa-
tion. In the top row, Gorte et al. [2] to the left and Schilling et al. [80] on the right.
In the middle row Lopez et al. [53]. Finally, in the bottom row, Liu et al. [49] on the
left and Xu et al. [99] on the right.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of ground truth branches (right) and the branches con-
structed by using the approach of Gorte et al. [2, 33] (middle), from a skeleton of
a vine binary image (left). Different colors represent different branches.

Tan et al. [89] used a distribution function of thickness and angle between branches

to recover occlusions in between visible skeleton branches. Also, vector fields and

orientation have been used for extracting hierarchy in skeletons. Guenard et al. [34]

used vector fields for computing skeleton points of trunks and used a data-generated

probability map for solving branches occluded by foliage. Similarly, Laga et al. [46]

used a heuristic approach to trace branches from vector fields, but did not report any

quantitative results of the tree structure. Finally, Cheng et al. [13] used jump edge

detection, axis direction and thickness information at skeleton points (horizontal and

vertical) to decompose branches into tubular skeleton segments. Here, the authors re-

ported that solving occlusions and estimating thickness is not adequately addressed

by their model [13].

Most of the methods reviewed so far make use of either 3D information, or are not

suited for my vine structure problem directly given their respective limitations listed

in line. More closely related to my method to build structure from skeleton are the

approaches of Gorte et al. [2, 33], Lopez et al. [53], Liu et al. [49], Schilling et al. [80]

and Xu et al. [99]. Figure 2.8 shows the skeleton graphs constructed and used in each

of these methods. Firstly, in this figure on the top left corner, Gorte et al. [2] creates

a hierarchical skeleton graph by using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. Given the
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set of skeleton points (sub figure A) a weighted graph is constructed (sub figure B).

Edges are set between adjacent skeleton pixels and weights are defined with values

3 or 4 depending if the pixels are adjacent in the main axis (X-Y) or diagonally

respectively. Then a root is selected (usually the pixel with lowest y coordinate) and

Dijkstra’s shortest path creates a minimum spanning tree from the root (sub figure C).

Branches are constructed by identifying nodes that are parents for more than one time

(sub figure D). This is a heuristic method that is highly sensitive to the skeleton input

and only constructs structure based on local information. As an example, Figure 2.9

shows that occlusions are not well treated by Gorte’s approach. As we can see in

the figure, this approach will tend to over segment branches and furthermore will

construct erroneous structure on overlapping branches that are rooted in different

parts of the image.

Similarly to Gorte’s method, Schilling et al. [80] constructed structure graph from

skeletonisation using a Depth-First search algorithm. The kind of structures retrieved

there are shown in the top right corner of Figure 2.8. In this approach, the root is

again the lowest y coordinate. A segmentation of skeleton points into end points–

points with only one skeleton neighbor; and junctions– points with 2 or more skeleton

neighbors, is performed to obtain skeletal segments (sub-figure (a)). Then, for con-

structing skeleton branches (sub figure (b) ) only local information such as adjacency

of skeleton points and curvature of the adjacent segments are taken into considera-

tion. Therefore, this method suffers from the same problems as Gorte’s approach

when used on vine images for our structure inference problem (see Figure 2.9).

Next, in the middle sub figure of Figure 2.8 Lopez et al. [53] constructed a

2D skeleton graph by extending Gorte et al. [2] approach. As in Gorte’s method,

Lopez’s algorithm start by selecting an unique root as the skeleton pixel with the

lowest y coordinate. Then, it finds all end points of the skeleton and apply a shortest

path algorithm to construct roads from the root to the end points. The novelty of

Lopez’s method in comparison to previous approaches, is that of a heuristic label-

ing scheme to identify two types of bifurcation/multi-furcation nodes in the skeleton

graph. These two types of junction nodes are Y−Junctions andX−Junctions and are

shown in Figure 2.8 in the middle sub figure with tags (c) and (d). This method also
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Figure 2.10: Applying Lopez et al. [53] labeling scheme to a region of the vine
skeleton image on the left. In the middle, two recognized junction nodes are shown
in green. These are recognized as Y−Junctions wrongly since the ground truth on
the right shows this is actually an occlusion.

works only with local adjacency information on the skeleton points and the author

reported that when multiple branches occlude each other by two or more branches

at the same region the algorithm will fail and the structure will need to be corrected.

In Lopez’s method the structure was corrected with an user interface [53]. Since,

multiple occlusions happens in our vine images all the time, this method cannot be

incorporated directly to our vine structure problem. An example of X−Junctions

that are wrongly recognized as a couple of Y−Junctions is shown for a vine skeleton

in Figure 2.10.

Continuing our discussion of the methods in Figure 2.8, next, in the bottom left

corner is the structure extraction method of Liu et al. [49]. In this approach, the

skeleton structure is built by using the Hough line transform. However, instead of

recognizing all lines at once, the author proceeded iteratively finding the line with

most points and then removing those pixels from the binary set, to continue with the

next iteration of line fitting. The author reported that this procedure will cut most of

the junk lines that would appear otherwise when fitting lines to the entire binary set at

once. The set of fitted lines however do not carry any information of structure of the

tree. To address structure, Liu’s method assign to each line a radius threshold that is

used to match lines that are close enough. In the image of Liu’s method on Figure 2.8,

blue circles represent points where lines are found to be close enough. At these

points, if lines also are such that the angle between them is small than a threshold,

then the lines are recognized as the same branch, and thus the point is an occlusion
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Figure 2.11: Here we have a vine binary image with a portion of a post removed,
generating gaps in the map. Using the method of Liu et al. [49] on the green regions
will fail to extract the correct structure. First on the left, if the threshold is too low,
no connections would be made. On the right, angles at bifurcations can be small as
well, and thus they can be wrongly recognized as occlusions.

point. Otherwise, the lines are recognized as different branches at a bifurcation point.

In this figure, same color represents same branches, and red crosses represent their

end tips. This heuristic method, as the previous reviewed methods, incorporates only

local information for building structure. It also only works for simple structures. See

Figure 2.11. Vine binary images present occlusion regions that are ambiguous to

Liu’s method, since they can mismatch bifurcation and occlusion points.

Finally, the method of Xu et al. [99] is shown in the bottom right corner of Fig-

ure 2.8. This approach start with a point cloud from which a graph of adjacency is

built. Edges in this graph are assigned a weight that is proportional to the euclidean

distance of the points. However, the points that are further away than a predefined

threshold are not treated as neighbors and this results in a collection of disconnected

subgraphs. Here, subgraphs with less than certain amount of points are discarded,

to avoid connecting junk points that are possible noise from the capture device. To

produce a skeleton for the tree from these subgraphs, the root of each subgraph is as-

sumed to be known (the point with the lowest y coordinate) or is manually marked.

Then, using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, every point in a subgraph is assigned

a distance to its corresponding root. Subsequently, this distance is quantified to pro-

duce bins of points. This is shown in different colors in the image of Xu’s method
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in Figure 2.8 (sub figure (a)). Taking the centroid of each of these bins of points,

a skeleton is built (sub figure (b)). Each disconnected subgraph is then represented

by a skeleton. To built a unified skeleton, the tree root is taken and Breath-First

search from this root to other subgraphs roots are computed to analyze whether the

two skeleton subgraphs should be connected or not, based on distance and angle.

For my vine structure problem, this method carries the same problems as Gorte et

al. [2, 33] shown in Figure 2.9. Furthermore, in Xu’s method the hierarchical struc-

ture happens only in between different subgraphs that possibly represent already big

portions of the tree and thus different branches will be in the same node in the hier-

archy. This imply that in this method is not possible to describe each branch of the

tree separately, which is one of my main goals for solving vine structure.

In summary, state-of-the-art methods for solving tree structure from skeletoni-

sation make use of algorithms for shortest paths and minimum spanning trees, and

make use of local information (e.g. adjacency) and/or manual intervention. In con-

trast, in my methods I propose a probabilistic model where the inference of structure

of vines will take into account global information together with local properties of

connections between different branch segments. Being similar to Chen and Neu-

bert [12] model, my proposed MRF method is a novel approach to automatically

infer structure of trees from images. In the next subsection, I review state-of-the-art

approaches for MAP estimation in computer vision which are commonly used for

inference in MRF models and thus are related to my structure inference methods.

2.2 MAP and Structure Inference in Computer Vision

One of the most widely used branches of mathematics for modeling and solv-

ing computer vision problems is that of probability and statistics. In this matter, the

book of Prince et al. [68] is a good source for a general view of methods for learning

and performing inference in computer vision. In a probabilistic framework, a vision

problem is described in terms of measurable visual data z, and an unknown state

variable of interest x one wants to relate to z. A relation of special interest between

x and z is the posterior probability distribution P (x|z). This distribution is of inter-

est because from it one can get the most likely state x∗ that explains the measured
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evidence data z, with:

x∗ = argmax
x

P (x|z) (2.1)

This is also known as the Maximum A-Posteriori– MAP. Vision problems that can

be solved with MAP estimation are for example image segmentation where the best

labeling x∗ are to be solved from the observed image pixels z; solving for the dis-

parity map x∗ from captured images z; and image parsing where one is interested

in the most likely relational graph x∗ that describe syntactic and contextual relations

between a set of image regions z.

In general, the posterior distribution P (x|z) can be as simple as a Gaussian, or

can be a complex non-linear and/or non-convex function. This implies that very often

in practice the posterior distribution cannot be exactly optimized as in Equation 2.1

given its complexity. Furthermore, the posterior may be totally unknown. Therefore,

strategies for modeling the posterior exist, and methods for MAP estimation with or

without having an exact form for P (x|z) have been extensively researched [68, 7].

For modeling the posterior P (x|z), in the literature there are two major ap-

proaches one can follow. They are named discriminative and generative models

respectively [68]. First, in a discriminative model one must specify directly P (x|z)

without taking into account how likely the measurements z are. In contrast, in a gen-

erative model one models the likelihood P (z|x) and the prior P (x) and uses Bayes’s

rule for the posterior:

P (x|z) =
P (z|x)P (x)∫
P (z|x)P (x)dx

(2.2)

In the literature, there are named advantages and disadvantages to both discrim-

inative and generative methods [47, 68]. In summary, each model can perform well

depending on the problem in question though mixed methods can be designed as

well [94, 73]. For example, it has been reported by Ng and Jordan [61] that for the

task of classification, discriminative models perform better and there is no need for

modeling the likelihood or incorporate prior information when the number of train-

ing samples is high enough. On the other hand, generative models can incorporate

information on how the data was acquired; can incorporate expert information in the

form of a prior for the unknown state x; can be extended to unsupervised learning
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in an easier way; and though inference is simpler in discriminative models, gener-

ative models solutions can express dependencies of data and unknown information

better [68].

Generative models are more commonly used in computer vision applications as

reported by Prince et al. [68]. In particular, Hidden Markov Models – HMM are

widely used for vision problems. An overview and state of the art of HMM methods

in image processing and computer vision can be found in the books of Blake and

Kohli [7] and Li et al. [48]. In contrast to my methods in Chapter 3, I propose to

use a HMM to model vine structure, and then use Equation 2.1 to solve for the vine

hierarchical structure x∗ from a set of cane segments z extracted from the skeleton

of a vine binary image.

For performing MAP estimation by solving Equation 2.1, many methods from

energy minimization and optimization in general can be borrowed. This is because as

I will show in Section 3.2 the posterior can also be modeled with an energy function

that captures both likelihood and prior information, in such a way that the mini-

mum to this energy is equivalent to the maximum of the posterior (see Equation 3.3).

Therefore, methods like graph cuts, simulated annealing, dynamic programming,

and other numerical algorithms for optimization can be used for MAP inference [7].

On the other hand, when the posterior is left out of an energy minimization con-

text, Monte Carlo methods are used for representing P (x|z) from a set of samples,

and furthermore estimate the MAP. In Chapter 4, I review four common methods for

MAP estimation in both contexts of energy minimization and Monte Carlo sampling.

I deffer the reader to this chapter for details of these methods. Also, in Chapter 5

these methods are compared and evaluated for vine structure inference. Therefore,

in the rest of this section I review methods in computer vision that solve for structure

in images using MAP estimation and that are then related to my approach of vine

structure inference. These are part-based models, bottom-up/top-down parsing and

image parsing methods.
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Figure 2.12: Part-based models. In the top row, a human model is composed of legs,
hands, head and torso. Adapted from Felzenszwalb et al. [22]. In the bottom row,
to the left a bicycle (red square) is detected from recognizing its different parts (blue
squares) and analyzing the geometrical relations between these parts. To the right,
the histogram of gradient features used for recognition. Adapted from Felzenszwalb
and Girshick [20] and Felzenszwalb et al. [19, 21].

2.2.1 Part-Based Models

Part-based models address modeling of objects in images as a collection of fun-

damental parts and their geometric and appearance relationships. Examples of this

kind of models are shown in Figure 2.12. Here a bicycle is composed by wheels and

other body parts; and the human body is composed of legs, hands, head and torso.

Part-based models were developed by Felzenszwalb et al. [22] inspired by the

early work of pictorial structures by Fischler and Elschlager [23]. In part-based

models, relations between parts are specified by defining geometric and appearance

constraints of each part relative to each other. Then an energy function on these
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constraints is formulated. The energy is formulated such that fitting a part model to

a new instance in an image means finding the configuration of the parts that have

minimum energy (eg. the dislocation and angles between parts are in accordance to

the constraints of the model).

A summary of methods developed for learning and matching part-based models

can be found in Felzenszwalb et al. [22, 21]. For learning a part-based model, an un-

supervised learning framework for the parameters of the model given a set of training

images is defined, where each image has annotated the locations of each part of the

object model. Here the unsupervised learning refers to the connections between the

parts, not finding automatically the parts. Other learning techniques include standard

maximum likelihood parameter estimation, computation of a minimum spanning tree

for the connections between the parts, and classification methods like Support Vector

Machines [22] and Linear Discriminant Analysis [27, 25]. For object detection, the

matching of a part-based model to new image instances is done via MAP estimation.

This is solved using a modification of the Viterbi Algorithm and/or similar Dynamic

Programming methods [22]. Also, grammars can be incorporated to the model for

addressing occlusions during recognition [17, 28, 26]. Finally, modeling of appear-

ance and geometry between parts depends on the model. One common model for

appearance is a Histogram Of Gradient – HOG pyramid [21] (see Figure 2.12).

In relation my vine structure inference problem, parts models cannot model the

different number of branches and canes that a vine can have. This is because a

part model has a fixed number of parts. One thing that can be done is to create a

part model for joining two cane segments (two parts), and another part model for

branching of one cane segment into other two (three parts). However, I will still need

a way to connect these two part based models and with a variable number of them.

Finally, similar to part-based models, my method uses soft constraints on connections

between cane segments. These constraints are encoded by probability distributions

on the attributes of the connections, and similar to part models, MAP estimation can

be used for finding the most likely vine structure.
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2.2.2 Syntactic Pattern Recognition and Grammars

Part-based models is not the only method that aims to describe an object in terms

of relations between a set of constituent primitives. A much broader area of research

for this matter is that of Syntactic Pattern Recognition which is based on Statistical

Pattern Recognition. A good reference for both methods can be found in Burke

et al. [11]. In Statistical Pattern Recognition, patterns are categorized in terms of

a set of extracted features, and an underlying statistical model for the generation

of the patterns. The idea is that by learning what features compose a determined

pattern one can perform recognition. However, this strategy is limited, since relations

between features that are intrinsic to the category of the pattern are not considered.

Syntactic pattern recognition alleviate this by considering the specific way on which

the constituent primitives are configured and/or combined together. Here, if one

name the set of all relations/connections between sub-patterns as the structure of the

class, then one can summarize that Syntactic P. R. is a form of Statistical P. R. where

structure of the class is modeled as well [11].

In Syntactic P. R., structures are represented by formal grammars [11]. In this

case, instances of the class are strings of the grammar. This gives raise to three key

problems. First, one need methods for extracting the structure of a determined class.

This is referred as grammar inference [11]. A popular method used for this is that

of using machine learning techniques to learn the grammar from a set of training

strings from the same class. The second problem is that of parsing. In parsing, given

a new string sample and its class grammar, one wants to reconstruct the sequence of

grammatical rules that leaded to the input string. Methods for parsing in images and

computer vision are considered in the next subsection. Finally, the third problem is

classification. Here, given a string we would like to decide to which class it belongs.

This is equivalent to infer the grammar from which the string was generated [11].

Syntactic P. R. methods are mostly applied in computer vision for image recog-

nition, classification and understanding [11]. Early methods like Fu et al. [101, 92]

had been found to be limited, since primitives used to define image structure are

usually hard and/or unreliable to find, and also because the grammar model is often

itself limited [37]. Recent approaches have extended Syntactic P. R. methods to use
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Figure 2.13: And-Or graph in image grammars. To the left the And-Or graph encode
all possible configurations of the leaf nodes. To the right some examples of these
configurations. Adapted from Zhu et al. [107].

stochastic context-sensitive grammars like Zhu et al. [107] and attribute grammars

as in Matsuyama et al. [59] and Han and Zhu [37]. The name image grammar was

established in the paper "An Stochastic Grammar of Images" by Zhu et al. [107].

However, early research that used grammatical rules for image parsing can be found

in Stiny et al. [85] and Han and Zhu [37]. Also, some models in the literature, like

Hierarchical Compositional Models – HCM by Zhu et al. [106] or Composition Sys-

tems by Geman et al. [5], can still be referenced as image grammars, given than

their formulation are based on a formal grammar specification and their goal is to

recognize and/or parse objects in images 1.

In summary, an image grammar is composed of an And-Or tree/graph (Fig-

ure 2.13), where parsing is done using a bottom-up/top-down framework (Figure 2.14).

1Note however that the difference between these methods is their grammar representation used.
Image grammars in the literature are methods that exclusively use an And-Or tree/graph representa-
tion.
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Figure 2.14: Parsing an image using a bottom-up/top-down framework. Adapted
from Han and Zhu [37].
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Here, the strategy for parsing an image is to use standard vision methods to find im-

age parts that build the nodes on the And-Or graph, and then use probabilistic in-

ference methods to recover the most likely structure (relations/configuration) of the

parts [107].

Image grammars, and in particular image parsing are related to my methods of

vine structure inference. In fact, parsing an image usually requires solving the op-

timization problem of finding the best configuration graph of the model given the

image and the nodes in the graph. Most of the time, configuration spaces are huge,

and brute force methods are not an option [93]. This is similar to my model, where

I must solve for the most likely configuration of vine structure in a Markov network

and in a high dimensional space. Predominant optimization methods that are used

during parsing are reviewed in the following section, including bottom-up/top-down

methods, Data-Driven Monte Carlo, and greedy optimization techniques.

2.2.3 Image Parsing

In the context of formal languages, parsing refers to the analysis and interpreta-

tion of strings in terms of the rules of their grammar. There are two types of pars-

ing one can encounter on the literature that are related to computer vision. Firstly,

bottom-up parsing refers to simplification of an input string as to represent it as

the root symbol of the grammar. The standard approach is to use grammar rules

backwards, i.e., rules whose right hand side matches the input string, parts of it, or

subsequent simplifications of it, until reaching the root symbol. Therefore, parsing

is done from the input string (bottom-up) to the root symbol of the grammar. Con-

versely, top-down parsing starts with the root symbol and then consider the set of

rules that can be applied to it. This time, the approach is to decompose into parts

the root symbol or its subsequent sub-strings by using the rules whose left hand side

matches them. This decomposition is guided as to reach the input string from the

root symbol (top-down). In any of the parsing methods, if more than one rule can be

applied in any given step, one have to follow some criteria to select one of these rules

and still break-down or glue-up the string into representative parts, e.g., in a greedy

parsing algorithm one would choose the rule with the highest probability [37].
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To relate parsing to images, bottom-up parsing can be intuitively thought as going

from primitive parts of an image (e.g. segmented regions, group of pixels, etc.)

to a representation by relations between them. This method of parsing is in the

literature associated with discriminative models [93, 103], since the probabilistic

model is conditioned to the image regions observed in target images.

On the other hand, top-down parsing in image grammars refers to a decomposi-

tion of the image into image regions generated from the grammar rules. In contrast

to bottom-up parsing, top-down parsing is associated to generative models [93, 103].

Here one assumes to have a full probabilistic model from which one can generate all

different configurations of image regions, that is, all kind of images according to the

expressiveness of the model.

Bottom-up and top-down parsing, in relation to my vine structure problem, have

always associated an inference methodology. Han et al. [37] parsed configurations

of rectangles in images using an attributed grammar for composition of rectangles.

The author reported that for his problem, a steepest ascent algorithm such as best

first search could be used; however they outlined a novel heuristic iterative method

of bottom-up/top-down rectangle compositions in the image. This is outlined in

Figure 2.14. The optimization method was linked to find the optimal parse graph

and perform MAP inference [37]. Similarly, in Tu et al. [93], the authors related

bottom-up/top-down to MAP inference with the purpose to infer relations between

segmented regions in an image. The inference method used was the Metropolis-

Hasting Monte Carlo method (see Section 4.3.2) and they use text characters recog-

nition as a case study. Inspired by the work of Han et al. [37] and Tu et al. [93], recent

research follows the same approaches to MAP and bottom-up/top-down parsing in

images. For instance, Liu et al. [50] used the same procedure as Han et al. [37] of

greedy bottom-up/top-down parsing for outdoor scenes for building a 3D model with

inferred semantic information; Zhao et al. [104] used bottom-up/top-down, simulated

annealing and Monte Carlo methods to parse indoor objects with models for geom-

etry and appearance; and Qi et al. [70] used bottom-up recognition and top-down

proposals for parsing indoor scenes with cubes in perspective and using Monte Carlo

methods similar to Tu et al. [93]. Also, many recent methods incorporate Markov
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Figure 2.15: Bottom-up parsing of vine canes. Adapted from Botterill et al. [8].

Random Fields – MRF with parsing and grammars. Kozinski et al. [44] mapped the

grammar graph representation to a Markov network where energy minimization can

be used for MAP estimation. The method also makes use of bottom-up object detec-

tion as cues for building energy potentials, and it is used for facades parsing. In con-

trast, Vo et al. [95] generate a Bayes network from a grammar of activities in parsing

videos. The author used a custom message passing algorithm for performing exact

inference of posterior probabilities of high level activities in context. Finally, Bot-

terill et al. [8] showed results of using bottom-up parsing of cane segments for vine

structure extraction. This is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Here, segments are extracted
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by simplifying edge polylines using the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [8]. The

hierarchical bottom-up representation is carried from cane edges little segments, to

full cane edges, then to cane parts, and finally to complete canes. The method also

involves use of machine learning, in particular SVM, to help in deciding which two

pairs of parts should be joined or not. This method however do not use any gram-

mar rules for top-down proposals and is exclusively bottom-up. Furthermore, the

method, though use well trained classifiers for deciding connecting cane segments

at any level or the hierarchy, is heuristic in the sense that there is no guarantee that

the method recovers the vine structure, and even, there is no definition of structure.

Future research on this technique points into looking at alternative primitives, and

making use of a top-down parsing system [8].

2.3 Summary

The literature presents several methods that have been used for modeling plant

and tree structure. The goals for most of these methods are ones of reconstructing

and/or synthesizing new instances of trees and plants with realistic appearance. Many

methods similar to ours, use 2D images to gather different structural information

about the imaged tree. However, as seen in this chapter, almost none of the existing

methods solves the problem formulated in the introduction of this thesis, because

either they use manual intervention which we want to avoid, they make assumptions

about the input which differs drastically from our robot pruning system setup, or

they simply are not applicable directly to extraction of vine structure from images.

On the other hand, vine structure extraction methods such as Botterill et al. [8] can

be considered as the basis of the research presented in this thesis. Furthermore, I

show comparative results against this prior research later in the results chapter.

Finally, my proposed solution to the vine structure problem is very similar to

bottom-up and top-down approaches. Indeed, I aim to estimate vine structure by

segmenting the vine into small cane regions, and from them recover whole canes and

their connection using probabilistic inference. As with most techniques presented in

this chapter that analyze tree information from images, I use skeletonisation as a rep-

resentation of the tree main axis with the purpose of solving branching connections
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from 2D images. Similarly, to many methods in this chapter, Djikstra’s shortest path

algorithm can be adapted with skeletonisation to model cane segments as polylines.

In the next chapter we describe in detail my proposed solution and all the systems

components used for solving my problem
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Proposed Vine Structure Model For
Binary Vine Images

In this chapter I present the methods that I propose for modeling vine structure in

2D images. The pipeline of my approach is shown in Figure 3.1. It is subdivided

into two main components. On the first component, I am focused on modeling and

finding cane segments in the input binary image. On the second component I am

concerned about modeling and inferring the hierarchical connectivity of these cane

segments—the structure of the vine. This chapter presents only the proposed models

for cane segments and vine structure. Inference methods are presented in Chapter 4.

In the first part of my system, cane segments are modeled by using skeletoni-

sation of vine binary maps and grouping skeleton pixels based on connectivity and

adjacency (see next subsection). Medial axis techniques are widely used in com-

puter vision for many applications such as character recognition, articulated objects

representation, and to recover the tree structure of plant roots and blood vessels1

[53, 51, 30]. I found skeletonisation to be easy to implement and easy to use and

adapt to the inference component of the system. Details and methods for modeling

of cane segments using skeletonisation is described in Section 3.1.

1See also Section 2.1.1.

41
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Figure 3.1: Pipeline of the proposed system for vine structure inference.

The second component of the system is about solving the occluded and branch-

ing vine regions from the extracted cane segments of the first component. It will

recover the structure of the whole vine by specifying how the cane segments are con-

nected to each other in a hierarchy. I propose to use a Hidden Markov Random Field

for modeling vine structure, and to use Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) inference for

solving the most likely structure for a vine image. MAP inference and in particu-

lar energy minimization techniques are highly used in computer vision for high level

understanding of scenes and images, with methods like Part Based Models [27], Bot-

tom Up/Top Down parsing [38] and Image Grammars/Parsing [93, 107]. A detailed

description of my methods for modeling structure is presented in Section 3.2. MAP

Inference and Energy minimization methods are presented in Chapter 4.

3.1 Modeling and Finding Cane Segments

I start by summarizing all names and terms I am going to use while talking about

vine images. See Figure 3.2. A vine consists of many individual branches called

canes. A cane grows from the root of the vine and may have many branching points
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Figure 3.2: Vine nomenclature: Examples of canes are shown in yellow. A cane
grows from the vine root, shown in green, or from other canes at branching points,
shown in red. Some cane parts may be occluded by other canes and/or scene compo-
nents. Examples of regions with occlusions and overlapping of canes are shown in
orange.

from which other canes grow. In vine images, canes can be occluded by other canes

or other scene components like the gray post in Figure 3.2.

The first part of my system is about modeling and finding vine canes in images.

To model a cane of a vine, I used a polyline with thickness. A polyline is a natu-

ral representation for tree branches, and is also being used in the other parts of the

robot pruning system. It also gives an order to the skeleton points of a single cane

segment. The thickness measure will turn useful when solving connections between

the modeled canes. On the other hand, finding full canes in vine images is hard to do

directly, given the complexity of overlapping and occluded regions. See Section 2.1

for related research in reconstructing tree branches and similar subjects in images.

Therefore, inspired by bottom-up/top-down methods, in my approach I further di-

vide each cane into parts I call cane segments, so full canes can be reconstructed by

solving connections between them. See Figure 3.3. A cane segment is still modeled

as a polyline, but now the start and end points of the polyline may be referring to

a cane starting point, a branching point, a cane end point, or a point where occlu-
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Figure 3.3: Skeleton Cane Segments: The skeleton of the vine image (left) is decom-
posed into polyline cane segments (right). Here different colors represent different
cane segments.

sion/overlapping starts or ends. To find all polylines with thickness corresponding

to a set of cane segments for an input vine image I used skeletonisation. In the next

Section I explain this process in detail.

3.1.1 Extracting Cane Segments Using Skeletonisation

My method for finding cane segments is based on skeletonisation. See Figure 3.3.

Here a skeleton image is decomposed into several polylines by splitting the skeleton

points at junctions—points with more than 2 skeleton neighbors.

In my experiments I found that pruning of redundant small skeleton polylines

can be done by just thresholding the length of the polylines. That is, if a polyline

has length less than l pixels then the polyline is discarded. I used l = 10 pixels for

my results. Observe also that each polyline is a list of connected skeleton pixels.

Therefore, I simplified the polylines by using the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm

with parameter ε = 1.0. This let me get skeleton polylines with fewer control points,
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while maintaining the shape of the original polyline unchanged [81].

One thing to note here is that I am using constant values of l = 10 and ε = 1.0.

Given that all input images we have in our system are all taken at a similar distance,

I found these values heuristically. In the future, the choosing of these values can

be studied in relation to the input binary maps at different scales and comparing

the resulting set of segments to the ground truth number of segments. In this thesis

the mentioned values were found to work well for the purpose of removing small

segments in our particular type of input images.

Finally, with all polylines simplified, I assign to each polyline two edge contours.

These edges will carry the thickness information of the cane model. A detailed de-

scription on how to compute thickness from these two edge contours is presented

later in Section 3.3.3. The assignment of edge contours is done by iterating over all

points of the polyline, and for each point selecting the two closest edge points that

are in different sides of the polyline curve. Assigning a skeleton point to and edge

point can be computed at the same time while computing the skeleton [72, 86, 90].

The problem with these approaches is that there is no way to control where the edge

points are going to appear, and thus the property of the points in different sides of the

polyline curve may not be easily satisfied. Figure 3.3 shows the final cane segments

obtained for a vine binary image.

3.2 Introduction to Vine Structure Modeling and In-

ference

The second part of my system is about solving connections between the cane

segments found in Section 3.1. The correct set of connections between cane segments

will be referred as the structure of the vine. Here I used the Maximum a Posteriori–

MAP estimation framework to solve the most likely structure of an input vine image.

In this approach, I am interested in maximizing the posterior P (x|z) over a target

variable x = [x1, x2, ..., xm] given the observable data z:

x∗ = argmax
x

P (x|z) (3.1)
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Figure 3.4: Graph in a Hidden Markov Random Field: Each node is associated with
the hidden random variable xi. The observable variables zi provide evidence for
particular values of xi independently. This is shown as vertical edges. All other
edges represent properties sharing, information passing or probabilistic bias between
the two connected x’s nodes [7].

The data z is also known as evidence. To relate this framework to our vine

structure problem, I will be interested in solving the most likely state of connections

between cane segments x∗ given as evidence a set of measurable attributes z that I

will define for each connection. Thus, x is the vector where each component xi of x

specifies if a connection between two cane segments is to be made or not. Also, each

connection candidate xi has an associated vector of attributes zi that provide some

evidence for whether the connection xi should exist or not. This gives some intuition

about the variables I will be using while talking about extracting the structure of vines

using Equation 3.1. The formal definitions of x and z are presented in Section 3.3.

In my approach to structure inference, I researched the estimation of the posterior

P (x|z) in the context of Hidden Markov Random Fields– HMRF. See Figure 3.4.

A HMRF associated to x and z is build from an undirected graph, also known as a

Markov network [7]. In this graph nodes are assigned the random variable xi whose

values are hidden– cannot be observed directly; and the evidence zi are observations

one can make at each node to explain the values of xi independently. Also, edges

are set between nodes that share information and/or properties. For example, in the

HMRF created by taken each pixel of an image as a node, one may want neighbor
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pixels to share the same property (e.g. color) and thus edges are constructed between

neighboring pixels [48].

The motivation of using a HMRF for vine structure inference comes from con-

sidering cane segments connectivity decisions dependent to each other. Whether a

cane segment is connected to another should be dependent on the state of other con-

nections made for the cane. In this case, one benefit of a HMRF is that of catching

implicitly the long-distance relations between xi from the explicit local adjacency

relations in the Markov network [7]. Furthermore, assuming all xi satisfy the local

Markov property of being conditionally independent of all others given its neighbors

in the graph, the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [15], which applies to any positive

probability distribution with the Markov property, allows to arrive to the following

representation

P (x|z) =
1

Z(z)
e−E(x,z) (3.2)

whereZ(z) =
∑

x e
−E(x,z) is the normalization constant 2 that makes P (x|z) a valid

distribution; and E is the energy function of the state x under observations z. This

representation of the posterior in Equation 3.2 is very convenient for the inference

problem in Equation 3.1, because it translates the maximization of P (x|z) into the

minimization of the energy function E(x, z):

x∗ = argmax
x

P (x|z)

= argmax
x

log[P (x|z)]

= argmin
x

E(x, z)

(3.3)

where I used the fact that Z(z) does not depend on x, and so does not need to be

included during optimization. The energy function can be expressed as a sum of

likelihood and prior terms [7, 48, 97]:

E(x, z) =
∑
i

Φi(xi, zi) +
∑
c∈C

Ψc(xc) (3.4)

2Z(z) is also known as the partition function [48].
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where C is the set of maximal cliques in the underlying Markov network— defined as

a set of subgraphs of the Markov network that are fully connected, such that adding

any other node to a subgraph will spoil its fully connectedness3 [97]. This expression

is useful when modeling a problem using a HMRF, since it divides the energy into

two terms that can be understood intuitively [7]. First a term that tell us how con-

sistent/likely the current state variables xi are according to the observations zi— the

unary potentials Φi(xi, zi); and second, a term that encapsulates the prior information

one has about plausible states— the clique potentials Ψc(xc).

The equivalence between MAP inference and energy minimization imply that,

apart from methods that solve Equation 3.1 directly, many energy optimization frame-

works and techniques that solve Equation 3.3 become available as well. In short, this

thesis is about modeling and evaluating different approaches to recover structure of

vines using Equations 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4. The following is a summary of the meth-

ods that I have considered for MAP estimation and the problem of extracting vine

structures from images:

• Iterated Conditional Modes-ICM: this is a greedy iterative method for en-

ergy minimization. Given a current state solution, the method check all the

possible modifications that can be done to this state, and chooses the one that

achieves the lowest energy. The iteration finishes when no lower energies can

be attained. Given the greedy nature of the algorithm, convergence is guaran-

teed only to a local minimum. This method is presented in Section 4.1.

• Simulated Annealing: this method is similar to ICM with two main differ-

ences. Firstly instead of checking all possible modifications to a state, the sys-

tem propose a new state randomly. Secondly, the system can accept new states

that increase the energy based on an acceptance probability controlled by a

temperature parameter. Here, states that decrease the energy are always ac-

cepted. On the other hand, the lower the temperature, the lower the acceptance

rate gets for states that increases the energy. This optimization framework is

presented in Section 4.2.

3See Section3.3.5 and Figure 3.9 for more on cliques.
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• Gibbs Sampling based Random Search : this is a method that make use

of samples of the conditional distributions P (xi|x1, ...xi−1, xi+1, ..., xm, z) :=

P (xi|x−i, z), to reproduce samples from the posterior P (x|z). Sampling from

the posterior is not the same as maximizing it, but still an estimation of the

MAP can be taken as a function of the samples, e.g. the sample that reach

maximum probability. This method is presented in detail in Section 4.3.3.

• Min-Sum Loopy Belief Propagation: this is a message passing procedure

designed for energy minimization. Here, after initializing the beliefs at each

node in the graph to 1, an arbitrary node is chosen to start propagating its

information to its neighbors. The beliefs at each node are therefore updated

iteratively when receiving and passing information using a min-sum formula.

For graphs with loops, at every iteration, the inferred beliefs at each node are

taken as approximations of min-marginal energies, however the message pass-

ing procedure may fail to converge. If convergence happens, an estimate of the

MAP is build by using the estimations of the min-marginals of all nodes. This

method is described in detail in Section 4.4.

Before going into each of these methods any further, in the next section I present

the base definitions I will use for inference in the context of vine structures. That

is, I will formally specify the HMRF model, including the state hidden variable x,

and the observations z, a probabilistic model for x and z, and an energy function

according to Equation 3.4 and the chosen HMRF model. In the next chapter, I will

describe in detail how to extract vine structures using all the methods above. The

evaluation mechanisms and results for each method are presented in the Chapter 5.

3.3 HMRF Model for Vine Structure
In the present section I propose and define a HMRF model for vine structure

inference. A HMRF model in the context of image processing and computer vision

can be designed generally using the following ideas [7]:

1. Decompose a target image into a graph– Markov network; where nodes are
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pixels or group of pixels, and edges are relations between them. Nodes and

edges are defined depending on the problem one is solving.

2. Define a hidden random variable xi at each node. This correspond to the in-

formation one is trying to infer, so it is not observable directly (e.g. a random

variable to specify if a pixel is background or foreground).

3. Define an evidence random variable zi at each node. They give informa-

tion about particular values of the hidden random variable associated to the

same node. Therefore, evidence variables correspond to measurements one

can make at each node (e.g. color information at a pixel).

4. Build a joint probabilistic model for both random variables xi and zi defined

in the two previous steps.

This section is structured in this same order. I start by defining a Markov net-

work for my problem using the skeleton cane segments defined in Section 3.1. Then

I define hidden variables xi and evidence variables zi related to vine structures. Fi-

nally, I present a probabilistic model and energy function that are my target for MAP

inference as discussed in Section 3.2.

3.3.1 Markov Network of Cane Segments

My Markov model for vine structures is summarized in Figure 3.5. In the vine

image shown there, cane segments polylines are shown in red and end points of the

cane segments are shown in orange. The Markov graph in Figure 3.5 (a) is build

by using as nodes connections. A connection is either a link between the two end

points of the same cane segment (nodes in red), or a link between two end points

of different cane segments (nodes in green). The notation for a connection between

end points p and q is (p, q) and is symmetric in the sense that (p, q) = (q, p). Edges

are built from connections that share one end point in common. On the other hand,

Figure 3.5 (b) illustrates how the vine structure graph looks like after inference. The

vine structure graph is different from the Markov network. It is a tree, showing how
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(a) Markov network of the vine structure model. On the left, cane segments are
shown in red, with end points shown in orange. Connection candidates between the
orange points are shown as green lines. On the right, a node in the Markov network
correspond to a connection between either points in the same cane segment (double
red circles), or points of different cane segments (single green circle). Edges in this
graph are set on nodes that share a point in common (e.g. e1 − e2 is connected to
b2 − e1 because they share the point e1).

(b) Two different visualizations of how the Markov graph in (a) encodes the true
hierarchical structure of the vine. The flow of connections of the vine is shown as
green arrows. On the left, the flow of the vine growing is implicit, since one cannot
see directly if the node e1− e2 is oriented as e1 → e2 or e2 → e1. On the right the
flow is explicit, by taking the visualization on the left and factoring out the green
nodes and expanding each red node into single points.

Figure 3.5: MRF model for vine structure.
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end points of the cane segments are connected and flowing from one cane segment

to another.

Observe that the decision of using symmetry (p, q) = (q, p) was taken because

the way I build the network. The network has connections as nodes, and differ-

entiating between (p, q) and (q, p) would add the double of nodes and thus several

more edges to the graph. It is also easier to understand the network graphs when

using symmetry. Also observe that symmetry is not a limitation, because we can still

model directionality of a connection (that is, if a connection (p, q) is actually made

as p → q or q → p) by using a second binary variable as explained in the following

section.

Given the set of skeleton cane segments, the procedure to build the Markov net-

work is straight forward. The only thing that still needs to be specified is how to

extract the set of connections between different cane segments, i.e, the green nodes

in Figure 3.5 (a). A brute force approach is to consider as connections for a point, all

points of other cane segments. However, I can simplify the number of connections

(and then, the number of nodes in the Markov network), by considering for each end

point, all end points of other cane segments that are at a fixed distance of D pixels

as shown in Figure 3.6. This parameter D was chosen heuristically similar to the

constants used in Section 3.1.1, i.e., they were found to be suitable for the particular

type of vine binary maps that our system generates.

To finalize this section, note that given the skeleton cane segments, there are mul-

tiple ways in which I can model vine structure with a HMRF. For example, I could

have chosen a model where nodes in the Markov network correspond to end points

of the cane segments. However, I found this hard to handle in the following sense.

Firstly, the hidden variables are harder to define when compared to my model. To see

this, observe that in this alternative method, the hidden variables must be defined at

each end point of all cane segments. A natural definition would be a random variable

that specifies the label of another point to which it is connected. Given that the num-

ber of connections at a point is variable, this gets easily hard to describe. In contrast,

the hidden variables in my method take boolean values that specify if a connection

is to be made or not, and multiple connections are handled with no further modeling
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(see Section 3.3.2). Secondly, defining the evidence variables zi at each end point

was not straightforward. The question here is, what kind of information can be mea-

sured at a point? Most HMRF models use color and/or similar measurements [7, 48].

However, this information either cannot be related directly to how cane segments in

the presented model are connected or it is not enough for connectivity inference. For

example, points with or without connections can have the same set of properties like

color, or local angle, in which case the evidence would do a poor job in explaining

when a connection should be made or not. On the other hand, the evidence vari-

ables in my model are specific to connections between cane segments. They can

specify similarities or differences between two cane segments that are connected or

unconnected, e.g. angle of connection or difference in cane thickness.

In summary, the presented model was chosen for its relative simplicity. Also,

evidence variables zi can easily be defined, and hidden variables xi take boolean

values that are straight forward to incorporate in terms of the energy function of

Equation 3.4. In the following sections I present the formal definition of xi and zi.

Details of the energy function are presented on Section 3.3.6.

3.3.2 Configuration of Connections Between Cane Segments – x

In the previous section I constructed a Markov network where nodes are connec-

tions between end points of cane segments. To continue with the specification of my

HMRF model for vine structure (see Section 3.3), in the present section I define the

hidden variables xi associated to each connection. The main idea is that instances of

x = [x1, x2, ..., xm] describe exactly which cane segments should be connected and

which not. Also, I want to be able to describe directionality of connections, so I can

infer the flow of growing of canes (see Figure 3.5 (b)). These characteristics can be

achieved by using boolean states. The formal definition follows.

Refer to Figure 3.6. Denoting by L(p) the set of end points that are candidates to

be connected to end point p, I define the set of all pair of candidate connections

L =
⋃
∀p

L(p) =
⋃
∀p

{(p, q)| q is candidate to be connected to p} . (3.5)
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Figure 3.6: Examples of connection candidates. Here the candidates for the green
points are the points shown in orange. These are found by casting a circle of fixed
radius centered at the point. Note that some green points do not have associated any
candidates at all.

Since (p, q) and (q, p) represent the same candidate connection, I remove these rep-

etitions by keeping only one of these candidates. Therefore, in my model I have that

L has no repetitions. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, in my model the condition of q

being candidate of point p is that of ‖p− q‖ < D, whereD is measured in pixels (see

Figure 3.6). Note also that L has a finite number of candidates. Let’s write L = {li}
with i = 1, ...,m. With this I can define for each element li ∈ L the random binary

variable

ji = j(li) =

{
1 if connection li exists

0 otherwise
(3.6)

In Figure 3.6, the light-green line segments from the green points to the orange

points are examples of connection candidates li. Each li has the associated binary

variable ji that specifies if the corresponding cane segments should be connected

or not. Thus, all ji together can be used for specifying particular states of connec-

tions between all cane segments. This means different vine structure graphs can be

achieved by toggling the values of ji from connected (one) to unconnected (zero).

This graph generated by all ji however is incomplete in relation to the vine structure

graph in Figure 3.5 (b), since the flow (direction) of the canes growing is missing,
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that is, the information of whether a connection li = (pi, qi) ∈ L with ji = 1, is a

connection from pi to qi or from qi to pi. To account for this, for each li, I define a

second random binary variable

fi = fi(li) =

{
1 if li : pi → qi

0 if li : qi → pi
(3.7)

where the arrow symbol a → b means the connection is flowing from a to b. Fi-

nally, after defining this directionality of connections, the hidden information for my

HMRF is defined as a joint variable of connection states and directionality of all

candidate connections li:

xi = (ji, fi)

x = [x1, x2, ..., xm]
(3.8)

I will call the hidden variable x a configuration of connections of all cane segments.

The space of all possible configurations is denoted by:

X = {[x1, x2, ..., xm]} = {0, 1}2m = {0, 1}2 × {0, 1}2 × ...× {0, 1}2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times

(3.9)

Note that as I wanted at the beginning of this section, elements in the configuration

space X , specify which cane segments are connected and which are not, including

the direction of the corresponding connections. These configurations can be used

for finding the most likely vine structure with MAP inference. Note also that for J

join candidates the number of possible configurations is 4J . Given that for a con-

nection we only have three relevant states (one state of unconnected and two states

of connected with different flows), the number of possible configurations for J join

candidates can be thought as 3J . In any case, since in average I have that J > 100,

you can see why brute force search for the best configuration is not feasible.
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3.3.3 Attributes for Connection Candidates – z

In this section I define the evidence variables z for my vine structure HMRF

model. This is done by defining a set of attributes zi = [θi, wi, di] for each candidate

connection li ∈ L, and then z = [z1, ..., zm]. The attributes are angle θi, thickness

difference wi, and separation di between the points of connection li. These attributes

in conjunction were found to be relevant to the decision of whether the connection

li should exists or not, e.g. cane segments that have small thickness difference are

more likely to be connected, but this condition by itself is not enough, so all three

attributes are needed.

Despite all the methods presented in this thesis are related to binary images, I

believe that color information could be an useful additional evidence for a connec-

tion. For this we need to assign to a color to a single connection (p, q) (node in our

graph). This color can be chosen for example as the mean color of all line pixels

between p and q, or as the difference between mean colors of the set of pixels of

segment p and the set of pixels of segment q. In my methods however I left color

information to be used in my future research, and here I concentrate on the three at-

tributes of angle, thickness difference and separation. In the following subsections I

describe how to compute each of these attributes for any given candidate connection

li. A probabilistic model for zi in relation to connection states ji(li) is described in

Section 3.3.4.

Angle Attribute

To define the angle attribute θi, I first assign to each cane segment polyline P =

{p1, p2, .., pK} a pair of directions vp1 , vpK at its first and end points. Once this is

done, I can define the angle attribute θi using the angle between the corresponding

end points of the candidate li. Specifically, the angle between two end points p and q

of the different polylines P and Q respectively, is defined as:

θi(p, q) = cos−1(
vp
|vp|
· vq
|vq|

) (3.10)

To define the pair of directions vp1 , vpK , look as a reference Figure 3.7, where
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Figure 3.7: Computing polyline end point directions. Here n denotes the total num-
ber of points in the polyline. The directions at the endpoints of the polyline are shown
in red. These directions are computed starting from the red points that are located at
25% before each of the end points, to the correspondent end point.

these directions are shown in red. The idea is to compute the direction between

the start and end points the points (shown in red in the figure) that are located 25%

ahead/behind in the polyline respectively. This percent threshold is constant and it

was found heuristically to work well for our kind of images similarly as explained

in Section 3.1.1. Mathematically, denoting by n the total number of points in the

polyline, I compute these vectors as:

dir(pki , pkj) =
pki − pkj∥∥pki − pkj∥∥

vp1 = dir(p1, p1+n∗0.25)

vpK = dir(pK , pK−n∗0.25)

(3.11)

Alternative methods to define the directions vp1 , vpK are, for example, the direc-

tion between the start and end points vp1 = dir(pK , p1) = −vpK ; and the extreme

points directions vp1 = dir(p2, p1) and vpK = dir(pK−1, pK). In my experiments I

used the directions as computed in Equation 3.11.
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Thickness Difference Attribute

I need to associate a thickness attribute to a connection li = (p, q). I do this by

first assigning a thickness value to a single cane segment. After this, I can assign

the thickness wi as the difference of the thickness of the cane segment of p and the

thickness of the cane segment of q.

To find the thickness of a cane segment, recall from Section 3.1.1 that a cane

segment is described by its center polyline and two edge polylines. Therefore I can

use the two edges contours to approximate the mean width of a cane segment in

pixels. I did this approximation in two main parts:

• Build two edge contours for the cane segment so both of them have the
same number of points : This is done by construction at the stage of building

the cane segments array. Refer to Section 3.1.1. The edge contours are built

by iterating over the center polyline. For each center point p, I find two edges

points on different sides relative to the center polyline. The easiest way of

finding this two points is to have a precomputed edge image of the binary

map, and find the two closest points of p to the edge map (distance measured

in pixels). Here I use the direction of the polyline as the reference to know

where the point is positioned relative to the center. Different from the direction

computed in the previous section, in this construction we use a local direction

between the previous point to p and p (when p is the last point) or p and the

next point to p (when p is not the last point) in the cane segment polyline

array. I used this local direction because the cane segment can have portions

of both edge contours lying on the same side when using the global direction

as computed in the previous section, and thus or edge construction rule would

fail.

• Compute the mean difference of distance between points that have the
same index in the contours array : Given the two edges arrays {e11, e12, ..., e1n}
and {e21, e22, ..., e2n}, the thickness of the corresponding cane segment s is ap-

proximated as :

thickness(s) =
1

n
·

n∑
i=1

|e1i − e2i|
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where we used the characteristic of our construction that both edges have the

same number of points.

Separation Attribute

In this section we are interested in assigning a distance attribute to a connec-

tion (p, q). The simplest thing and natural way of defining this would be to assign

the euclidean pixel distance between points p and q. However I found heuristically

that a simple euclidean distance like this is not enough evidence for a connection

(p, q) to be in neither state of connected or unconnected. This is because at branch

overlapping regions we usually have several points close (by only few pixels) to each

other, and thus this would bias our connections to connect all of the candidates at this

branch overlapping. Also we do not want to penalize branches that are too far, be-

cause this would result in thresholding to define what is close or far, and thus would

not generalize well. Furthermore, we want to consider to connect segments that may

not be in the same connected component in the binary map, as the remotion of posts

and wires can lead to input images with gaps and holes on single canes. Therefore,

I my methods I defined the distance attribute in terms of the separation of a point to

the line of the other point cane segment. This intuitively penalizes a lateral disloca-

tion or "separation" of one cane segment to the other, while not penalizing if the two

cane segments are close or not. Two important observations to make here are firstly,

that our construction of candidate connections (p, q) already uses a localization and

thresholding of cane segments (refer to Section 3.3.2) and therefore the separation at-

tribute is never computed between two points of cane segments that are further apart

than that threshold; and secondly, that this attribute is not implicitly covered by the

angle attribute since for example two parallel cane segments are in agreement to the

angle attribute, but can be dislocated at their candidate points from each other. In the

following I explain in detail the computation of this separation attribute.

Given two end points of different polylines, I can compute the distance of one of

the points to the line in the direction of the other point polyline. In Figure 3.8 this

would be the distance of point p to the green line, and the distance of point q to the

blue line, both distances shown in brown.
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Figure 3.8: Computing separation between end points p and q of two polylines. The
separation attribute for both points is defined as the averaged magnitude of the two
brown segments. Each brown segment represent the distance of one point to the
line in the direction of the other point. Directions of end points are computed as in
Section 3.3.3.

Mathematically, I denote the line with direction vq of q by λq = q + t · vq for

real values t. Then I denote by d(p, λq) the distance of p to the line λq. With this

notations I can compute:

d2(p, λq) = |p− q|2 − 〈(p− q), vq〉2 (3.12)

The direction vq is computed as in Section 3.3.3. The separation attribute di for

end points p and q is just the averaged sum:

di(p, q) =
1

2
(d(p, λq) + d(q, λp)). (3.13)

3.3.4 Probabilistic Model For x and z

In the previous sections I have defined a Markov network for connections be-

tween cane segments (Section 3.3.1), hidden variables x that specify a configuration

of connectivity (Section 3.3.2) and evidence variables z that characterize pairs of

connected and unconnected cane segments (Section 3.3.3). To finalize the definition

of my vine structure HMRF model, in this section I present a probabilistic model for

x and z.
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Remember that my ultimate goal with the HMRF model presented so far in the

previous subsections, is to perform MAP inference using Equation 3.1. Alterna-

tively, as I showed in Section 3.2, this is equivalently to perform energy minimiza-

tion with Equations 3.3 and 3.4. This means that the probabilistic model for x and z

mentioned in this section, refers to either modeling the posterior distribution P (x|z)

or the energy objective function E(x, z). For modeling the posterior I chose a gener-

ative model where prior information on x can be used. On the other hand, for energy

minimization, I use the probability models specified for P (x|z) to define the energy

potentials Φi(xi, zi) and Ψc(xc). In the following I present in detail models for both

posterior and energy functions that I will use for vine structure extraction. Evalua-

tion of these models together with the different MAP optimization algorithms listed

at the end of Section 3.2 are presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.5 Model for the Posterior P (x|z)

Modeling the posterior P (x|z) can be done with either discriminative or gener-

ative models [68]. In a discriminative model, the posterior is defined directly and it

usually requires supervised learning. Here I use a generative approach where, using

prior information P (x), one can use Bayes formula to model the posterior indirectly

[7]:

P (x|z) ∝ P (z|x)P (x) (3.14)

where the constant of proportionality satisfies
∑

x P (x|z) = 1 and does not depend

on x. Thus, instead of modeling the posterior directly, one can model separately

the likelihood P (z|x) and the prior P (x). Furthermore, as many Computer Vision

methods that use MAP inference do [7, 48], I assume observations zi are only depen-

dent on its state xi. This is intuitively justified for my data zi since for example, the

angle measured at a connection candidate li should not be dependent on any other

connection candidate lk, k 6= i, and so on with the rest of the attributes of thick-

ness difference and separation. This assumption of independence of observations

across connection candidates implies that the likelihood term P (z|x) can be easily
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decomposed as the product:

P (z|x) = P (z1|x1)P (z2|x2) · · ·P (zm|xm) (3.15)

which means that for computing the likelihood P (z|x), I just need to model generi-

cally a single P (zi|xi) for any i = 1, ...,m, and evaluate the product in Equation 3.15.

Similarly, in vision applications that make use HMRF models, the prior term P (x)

is usually decomposed as a product of factors [97, 7]

P (x) ∝
∏
c∈C

Ψc(xc) (3.16)

where C is the set of maximal cliques in our Markov network, and the proportional

constant is the partition function (see Section 3.2). Therefore, our prior model can be

factored into local prior information Ψc(xc) of connection candidates xc that are part

of the same clique. In the following I present models for both P (zi|xi) and Ψc(xc)

in the context of vines.

A Model for P (zi|xi)

In this subsection I am interested in defining the likelihood term P (zi|xi) in order

to be used in Equation 3.15. For this, first remember that in my HMRF model, the

state variables xi = (ji, fi) are made from binary random variables of connectivity

state ji and flow directionality fi (see Equation 3.8). Now, observe that in my model

P (zi|xi) = P (zi|ji). This is because the measurements of angle, thickness difference

and separation are independent of the directionality of a connection, and so zi is

independent of flow fi. Therefore, I only need to model P (zi|ji). For this purpose,

I specifically used two normal distributions for the binary values of ji of connected

(ji = 1) and unconnected (ji = 0) connection states:

P (zi|ji) = [N0(zi;µ0,Σ0)]
1−ji [N1(zi;µ1,Σ1)]

ji

Nv(zi;µv,Σv) =
1

(2π)3/2
√
|Σ|

exp[−1

2
(zi − µv)TΣ−1(zi − µv)]; v = 0, 1.

(3.17)
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This is commonly known as class conditional density functions [68], since the

density of each class v is modeled separately by a respective distribution, which is

a normal in this case. The parameters of mean µv and covariance matrices Σv for

each class can be learned in a supervised way. For this, I had manually annotated

sets of connected (v = 1) and unconnected (v = 0) candidate connection samples:

Sv = {zv1 , zv2 , .., zvkv}. With these sample sets, using maximum likelihood estimation

I have that

µv =
1

kv

kv∑
k=1

zvk

Σv =
1

kv − 1

kv∑
k=1

(zvi − µv)(zvi − µv)T
(3.18)

Note that as usual in a generative model, I can use Bayes formula to compute the

posterior of a single ji:

P (ji = 1|zi) =
P (ji)P (zi|ji)

P (ji)P (zi|ji = 1) + (1− P (ji))P (zi|ji = 0)
. (3.19)

This is exactly the model that I used in [57] together with Gibbs sampling for in-

ference of vine structure. It models the probability of a single connection state given

the set of attributes measured for that state. In my methods I set the prior P (ji) = 0.5,

so that with no other information, a connection ji has the same probability of being

set to connected or not.

A Model for Ψc(xc)

In this subsection I am interested in defining the clique factors Ψc(xc) to be used

in Equation 3.16. For this, first observe that these functions are independent of data

attributes z. Each factor carries only prior information of connection state ji and flow

directionality fi in a maximal clique c ∈ C of the Markov network of the HMRF

model (see Section 3.3.1 and Figure 3.5 (a)). Therefore, this subsection has two

main objectives. First to specify the cliques of the Markov network of my model;

and second to define explicitly Ψc in terms of ji and fi.
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Figure 3.9: Two common graphs for Markov models in computer vision [7]. Exam-
ples of maximal cliques are shown in green. Adding one more (red) node to these
maximal cliques would result in violating the clique connectivity property, since the
red dashed connections are not part of the graph.

Figure 3.10: Maximal cliques in the cane segments Markov network presented in
Section 3.3.1. In this image we see examples of maximal cliques the my vine model.
As seen here the model can have maximal cliques of several orders. From left to
right, we see examples of cliques of order two, three, four and seven. In any of
these examples, the maximal clique for the connection in red is the collection of all
connections (light green) that share a common point (dark green point) with the red
connection. The gray line in the most left image correspond to a skeleton curve that
was discarded during the pruning process (see Section 3.1).

I start defining cliques and maximal cliques. A clique of an undirected graph is

a subset of nodes, such that every two distinct nodes in this subset are adjacent in

the graph. See as a reference Figure 3.9. This figure shows two common Markov

networks used for pixels in an image [7]. The graphs are generated from 4-connected

pixels (on the left) and 8-connected pixels (on the right). Observe that by default

every connected pair of nodes are cliques in both graphs. For example {A,B} is

a clique in both graphs since A and B are connected in both graphs. However,
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Figure 3.11: Examples of flow contradiction. Flow is shown in gray arrows. Contra-
dictions correspond to connections whose flows are oriented towards the green point
they share.

{A,B,C} is a clique only on the right graph, since there is no connection between

A and C in the left graph. A clique is called a maximal clique if there is no other

clique that contains it. In Figure 3.9 maximal cliques are shown in green. On the left

graph, maximal cliques are pairs of connected nodes, since adding any third node will

always violate the connectivity of the clique definition. On the right graph, maximal

cliques are sets of four adjacent nodes. Here, pair of nodes are still cliques but not

maximal, e.g. {A,B} ⊂ {A,B,C,D} and thus {A,B} is not a maximal clique.

Finally, the order of a clique is defined as the number of elements the clique has. For

my vine model I denote a clique by c = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}, which is a list of indices of

hidden variables xi. In this way, the vector xc = (xc1 , xc2 , . . . , xcn) represents the

subset of hidden variables corresponding to clique c, and n is the order of the clique.

Before giving the explicit definition of the clique potential functions Ψc for my

vine model, first I want to define the information that I want to be carried or captured

by any of these functions. This information can be divided into two main properties

that I want the vine structure to have— a maximum number of connections at an end

point, and no flow contradictions. Firstly, the maximum number of connections at a

single end point is penalized to be at maximum three, with one of them being a cane

segment itself. This is done to simplify our model of connectivity, so a cane segment

can branch into maximum two other canes segments. Mathematically, for a maximal

clique xc = (xc1 , xc2 , . . . , xcn), this penalization can be written as a function gM
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Figure 3.12: Flow penalty function gF for two connection candidates li = (pi, qi)
and lk = (pk, qk). Dashed arrows represent the direction where fi = 1 and fk =
1. There are four possible configurations of li and lj . The two cases on the left
penalize differences in flow, while the two on the right penalizes equal flow values.
For definition of flow see Section 3.3.2.

with penalty constant λM > 0:

gM(xc) = λM · [max{3,
n∑
i=1

jci} − 3]. (3.20)

Observe that the sum term counts the number of connections candidates in the clique

c that are set connected by setting jci = 1, so if this number is less than our maximum

number of connections allowed of three, then gM is zero. On the other hand, when

this number exceeds the limit, the penalty of λM is applied to the excess of number

of connections.

Secondly, flow contradiction refers to connections that are flowing towards a

point in common between the two connections. Examples of flow contradictions

are shown in Figure 3.11. As before, I can penalize flow contradictions between two

connections candidates li = (pi, qi) and lk = (pk, qk) using the following function

gF with penalty constant λF > 0:

gF (fi, fk) =

{
λF · |fi − fk| if qi = pk or pi = qk

λF · (1− |fi − fk|) if pi = pk or qi = qk
. (3.21)

Note that there are four different cases of configuration between the two candidates

li and lk, leading to two different penalty terms. See as a reference Figure 3.12. In
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the first two cases on the left of this figure, flow contradiction happens only when the

flow values fi and fk are different. This is equivalent to |fi − fk| = 1. Similarly, in

the last to cases on the right of the figure, flow contradiction happens when the flow

values are equal. In this case |fi − fk| = 0, implying 1 − |fi − fk| = 1. Note that

regardless of the connections candidates li and lk, the penalty function gF throws

a value of λF or zero. A compact formula for gF can be achieved in terms of the

Kronecker delta function δ:

δ(a, b) =

{
1 if a = b

0 otherwise
. (3.22)

With this I can write for gF :

gF (fi, fk) = λF{(1−δ(fi, fk))(δ(qi, pk)+δ(pi, qk))+δ(fi, fk)(δ(qi, qk)+δ(pi, pk))}
(3.23)

where both penalty terms have been summed and multiplied by equality functions

between the end points of the connection candidates, and the terms involving |fi−fk|
have been rewritten in terms of δ as well.

After defining the penalty functions of gM and gF for maximum number of con-

nections at a point and flow contradictions, I can now define the clique potentials Ψc

for my vine model. First observe that in the examples shown in Figure 3.9 the maxi-

mal cliques have all the same order (pairs of nodes on the left, and 4-tuples of nodes

on the right). In contrast, the Markov network of my vine structure model presented

in Section 3.3.1, have maximal cliques with different orders. See Figure 3.10. As you

can see there, maximal cliques in my model may have orders of two, three or more

elements. This is because the number of connection candidates of cane segment end

points vary along the vine image. Thus, in my model I considered defining clique

potentials Ψc according to the order of the clique c on which the potential is defined.

For this, first a pairwise potential is defined to penalize only flow contradiction:

Ψik(xi, xk) = jijk · gF (fi, fk) (3.24)

Here there is no need to penalize the number of connections since in a clique of
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order two there is only one connection that can be made. Also, the term jijk is added

so flow contradiction penalties are only applied on connection candidates that are

actually set to connected with ji = 1 and jk = 1. Now, for maximal cliques of

order greater than two, c = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}, I define the clique potentials Ψc using

the maximum number of connections penalty gM and by gathering all possible sub

cliques of c of order two cik := {ci, ck} ⊂ c and using the definition of pairwise

potentials of Equation 3.24:

Ψc(xc) =
∑
cik⊂c

Ψcik(xci , xck) + gM(xc) (3.25)

Note that the pairwise potential in Equation 3.24 is symmetric with Ψik(xi, xk) =

Ψki(xk, xi). Therefore, in the sum of Equation 3.25, the combinations of sub cliques

or order two of c are taken to be different with no repetitions, thus avoiding double

penalization of the same flow contradiction.

Pairwise potentials are widely used in computer vision and they are possibly the

most well researched models in HMRF methods given its relative simplicity and

usefulness [7, 97, 68]. Also, inference algorithms like belief propagation turn out

to be simpler when considering cliques of order two [7]. This justifies why I have

chosen pairwise potentials for my vine model and structure inference.

3.3.6 Model for the Energy E(x, z)

In this section I am interested in modeling an energy function E(x, z) in the

form of Equation 3.4 with the purpose of performing energy minimization and vine

structure inference. High energy values should be related to bad vine structures and

connections, while the minimum energy value should be related to the most likely

vine structure graph I can have for the set of cane segments. Remember that as

shown in Section 3.2, the energy function can be modeled by specifying two terms

of likelihood and prior information:

E(x, z) =
∑
i

Φi(xi, zi) +
∑
c∈C

Ψc(xc) := EL(x, z) + EP (x) (3.26)
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This is in analogy to the model for the posterior P (x|z) presented in the previous

section. The posterior was decoupled into likelihood P (z|x) and prior P (x) terms

factorized in Equations 3.15 and 3.16 respectively. Thus, for my vine model the

energy potentials Φi and Ψc are directly defined using the likelihood and prior prob-

abilistic models presented in the previous section. Specifically, for the prior term, the

clique potentials Ψc that were defined in Equation 3.25 imply that:

EP (x) =
∑
c∈C

Ψc(xc)

=
∑
c∈C

[
∑
cik⊂c

Ψcik(xci , xck) + gM(xc)]

=
∑
cik∈C

Ψcik(xci , xck) +
∑
c∈C

gM(xc)

=
∑
cik∈C

jcijckgF (fci , fck) +
∑
p∈Q

gM(xp)

:= EF (x) + EM(x)

(3.27)

Here I have used the fact that any clique of order two cik only appears one time in

total. Also, I have denoted by Q the set of all end points p of all cane segments,

and xp the clique build from all candidate connections at point p. Therefore, the

prior energy term EP can be easily computed by summing the penalties of flow

contradictions of every pair of cane segments connections EF , and summing all the

penalties for maximum number of connections made at end points EM .

In turn, the likelihood potentials Φi are defined from the probability of connec-

tions given the observations P (ji|zi):

Φi(xi, zi) = ji(1− P (ji|zi)) + (1− ji)P (ji|zi) (3.28)

The conditional probabilities P (ji|zi) are computed with Bayes rule in Equation 3.19.

Observe that each potential Φi can be understood as a penalty of a connection that

was not made. The higher the probability of connection the less energy it will add

when the connection ji = 1 is set in the configuration. If the connection is not set,

i.e ji = 0, then it will add high energy values, unless the probability of connection
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is small. This will guide energy optimization techniques to look into configurations

with high probabilities of connections and keep unconnected those with low proba-

bilities. Finally, the likelihood energy term can be written as:

EL(x, z) =
∑
i

Φi(xi, zi)

=
∑
i

ji(1− P (ji|zi)) + (1− ji)P (ji|zi)
(3.29)

which means this energy term can be easily computed as the sum of probabilities of

the connections that are made and missed in the configuration x with evidence z.

This concludes the model for the vine structure. In the following sections I

present the different algorithms for performing inference of the most likely vine

structure. That is, methods for MAP inference and energy minimization.



4

Proposed Methods for Vine Structure
Inference

The previous chapter presented a model for vine structure in binary images. This

vine model consisted of two components. Firstly, a set of cane segment polylines

which is extracted from images using skeletonization. Secondly, a HMRF that model

connectivity and flow coherence between all cane segments. In this chapter I use

different methods for performing inference of the most likely vine structure of a

binary image, using the defined HMRF vine model. Evaluation and comparison of

these inference methods are presented in the next chapter.

As seen in Section 3.2, MAP inference in HMRF models can be done analyti-

cally by maximizing directly the posterior distribution; by using adapting sampling

techniques like Gibbs Sampling and Monte-Carlo methods; or by performing en-

ergy minimization. Analytical methods are suitable mostly for posterior distributions

where a solution can be computed in closed form [7, 97]. Furthermore, MAP infer-

ence is known to be NP-hard in general [82], and except for specific types of graphs,

the solutions found in non analytical methods would be just estimations of the true

MAP values [41]. This is why, given the complexity of my HMRF vine model,

I have chosen to evaluate and compare MAP estimations found using four different

71
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non analytical methods. These four methods are described in this chapter with detail.

From the four methods that I have chosen for MAP estimation, Iterated Con-

ditional Modes - ICM is the simplest approach. It is a greedy algorithm that is

commonly used for evaluation of other MAP methods [87], and that is why I am in-

cluding it in here. Similarly, simulated annealing is a non-greedy heuristic approach

to energy minimization. This method is also considered mostly for comparative stud-

ies, where surprisingly often performs relatively better that other optimization tech-

niques [78]. On the other hand, heuristic searches based on Gibbs sampling and

Monte Carlo methods in general are a common choice for computer vision models

that infer structure in images, like grammars and scene understanding [107, 93]. The

method of Gibbs sampling is described together with the heuristic search algorithm

applied to solve the vine structure inference problem. Finally, belief propagation and

related message passing algorithms have been found recently to be highly accurate

for MAP estimation [18, 87], and thus this method is a good candidate for solving

my vine structure inference problem. In the following I present all four methods for

MAP inference in the context of vine structures.

4.1 Iterated Conditional Modes-ICM

Iterated Conditional Modes-ICM is an iterative algorithm that can be used for

MAP estimation and energy optimization. It was introduced by Besag in [4] in the

context of image restoration using a MRF. The goal of this procedure is to obtain

the MAP estimate x∗ of Equation 3.1 by estimating each component as

x∗i = argmax
xi

P (xi|zi,xci) (4.1)

where xci = {xc1 , xc2 , . . . , xcn} is the set of neighbors of xi in the Markov network,

i.e., the maximal clique on which xi lies. The term P (xi|zi,xci) is called a condi-

tional mode. The procedure of ICM refers to computing conditional modes for all xi
iteratively.

To relate this method to energy minimization, the conditional modes can be ap-
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Algorithm 4.1 Iterated Conditional Modes - ICM

1: procedure ICM(x0, nmax) . Initial state and maximum number of iterations
2: x← x0

3: for n← 1, nmax do
4: for i← 1, ncomp do . iterate over the components of x
5: Emin ←∞
6: xmin ← (f0, j0)
7: for k ← 1, nstate do . iterate over possible states of xi = (ji, fi)
8: Ei ← ENERGYCOST(x, i, k) . Equation 4.4
9: if Ei < Emin then . minimize energy cost for xi

10: Emin ← Ei
11: xmin ← (jk, fk)
12: end if
13: end for
14: xi ← xmin . update component i of x
15: end for
16: end for

return x
17: end procedure

proximated in terms of likelihood and local conditional information [4]:

P (xi|zi,xci) = P (zi|xi)P (xi|xci) (4.2)

In this way, the analogous of ICM for energy minimization is to minimize iteratively

a cost function of the value of a single component xi, which is defined in terms of the

likelihood and prior energy potentials Φi and Ψc respectively (refer to Section 3.3.6):

E(xi) = Φi(xi, zi) + Ψci(xci) (4.3)

The ICM iterative procedure starts with an initial state x(0). Then, in each iter-

ation t, it updates each component x(t)i while keeping all other components x(t−1)k ,

k 6= i fixed. The update is done by optimizing the energy cost:

x
(t)
i = argmin

xi

E(xi,x
(t−1)
ci

) = argmin
xi

[Φi(xi, zi) + Ψci(x
(t−1)
ci

)] (4.4)
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This process is repeated for all components until the energy cannot be decreased fur-

ther, and thus all variables are assigned values that are locally optimal. Algorithm 4.1

presents an implementation of the ICM method. This procedure is guaranteed to find

only a local optimum and is highly dependent on the initial state x(0). A common ap-

proach is to run the algorithm several times using random initial states, and to choose

the minimum energy state among all.

4.2 Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a method that is suitable for combinatorial optimization.

In this kind of problems, there exist an energy (objective) function to be minimized.

This energy function is defined on a discrete and high dimensional configuration

space [78]. The goal of simulated annealing is to find the configuration that mini-

mizes the energy function. This minimization is done by exploring iteratively and

randomly the configuration space. At a given iteration, the energy of the current con-

figuration visited is evaluated and compared to the energy of the configuration in the

previous iteration. Then, the system decides whether to accept or not the visited con-

figuration. This decision is made by an acceptance probability in function of energy

increases/decreases and a temperature parameter [78]. At high temperatures the sys-

tem may accept increases on the energy, whereas at lower temperatures the system

mostly accepts configurations that decrease the energy. Therefore, the exploration of

the configuration space in simulated annealing is accompanied by a cooling mecha-

nism from a starting high temperature. This enables the system to have a chance to

escape local minimums, in contrast to greedy or gradient descent algorithms that only

accept improvements on the configurations visited [78, 66]. Algorithm 4.2 presents

an implementation of the Simulated Annealing process.

To make use of simulated annealing to a specific problem, there are 3 things that

need to be specified [78]:

1. The configuration space X where the energy function is defined.

2. The energy function E to be minimized.
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Algorithm 4.2 Simulated Annealing
1: procedure SA(x0, nmax, {t1, ..., tm})
2: x← x0

3: for T ← t1, tm do . iterate over all temperatures
4: for n← 1, nmax do
5: x′ ← NEXTSTATE(x, T ) . jump to a new state randomly
6: dE ← ENERGY(x′)− ENERGY(x)
7: if dE < 0 then
8: x← x′ . accept always lower energy states
9: else

10: p← e−dE/T

11: rnd← UNIFORM(0, 1)
12: if rnd < p then
13: x← x′ . accept with probability p
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for

return x
18: end procedure

3. A mechanism to move from the state x(t) to the next state x(t+1) ∈ η(x(t)),

where η(x(t)) denotes the set of neighbors of the state x(t) ∈ X .

For my vine structure problem, the configuration space X and energy function E

were defined in the HMRF vine model. Specifically, in Section 3.3.2 I defined con-

figurations x ∈ X as an array of pairs of binary variables xi = (ji, fi) of connection

states ji and flow directionality fi. In turn, the energy functionE is explicitly defined

on Equation 3.26 in Section 3.3.6. Therefore, the only missing component for using

simulated annealing for inferring the most likely vine structure is that of the moving

mechanism between states t and t+ 1, i.e, item number three of the list above. In the

following I describe this moving mechanism in detail.

4.2.1 Moving Between Neighbor Configurations

To move from a state x(t) ∈ S to a next state x(t+1) ∈ η(x(t)), there are two

questions I need to address. Firstly, I need to define η(x(t))— the set of neighbors of
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Figure 4.1: Grouping of candidates. Each circle represents a clique group of candi-
dates. These are computed as candidates l ∈ L that share at least one end point.

x(t) in X; and secondly I need to define how to actually choose one of these neigh-

bors to be x(t+1). In my approach, choosing x(t+1) from η(x(t)) is simply a random

choice among all elements of η(x(t)). Therefore, in this subsection I concentrate on

defining η(x) for any given state x. This is done in the following two different ways.

Finding Neighbors by Shifting a Single Candidate

A simple way to define η(x) is to simply pick up all states x′ ∈ X such that x =

[x1, x2, ..., xm] and x′ = [x′1, x
′
2, ..., x

′
m] are the same except at a single component

i∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . .m}. I will refer to all x′ that satisfy this condition, the Single Shift

neighbors of x.

Finding Neighbors by Shifting a Clique Candidates

A second approach to define η(x) is to group together connection candidates

l ∈ L that share at least one end point. That is, η(x) is the maximal clique of x as

defined in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.4. See Figure 4.1. Observe that in this way,
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I can have states x(t+1) that are identical to the previous state x(t) except in a small

region of the vine. These small regions are shown in red circles in the Figure. I will

refer to this kind of neighbors x′ as the Clique Shift neighbors of x.

4.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo-MCMC

Another way to perform MAP estimation is by using Markov Chain Monte

Carlo-MCMC sampling methods [24]. One of the main goals in this kind of sam-

pling methods, is to generate a set of samples {x1,x2, ...,xr} from a target proba-

bility distribution P (x). Here P (x) is complex enough that is hard to sample from

it, and commonly it is only known up to a normalization constant Z [1]:

P (x) =
P ∗(x)

Z
(4.5)

In my vine structure inference problem, the target distribution can be set to the pos-

terior P (x|z) which was defined in Equation 3.2 and is equivalent to Equation 4.5.

In Equation 3.2, I have P ∗(x|z) = e−E(x,z) and the energy function is modeled as in

Section 3.3.6. The motivation for using sampling methods for MAP inference is that

by having samples of P (x|z) one can estimate x∗ of Equation 3.1 using the sam-

ple that maximizes P ∗(x|z), that is, the sample that minimizes the energy function

E(x, z).

The need for different sampling mechanisms like MCMC , comes from the fact

that sampling from a general probability distribution P (x) is hard even if one can

evaluate the unnormalized factor P ∗(x). Useful samples from P (x) must correspond

to states x where P (x) is relatively high. However, for a vast state space X where

x ∈ X , there is no easy way to extract the regions of X where P is high, and

brute force search would not be viable given the dimensionality of X . One can try

using uniform sampling, but if P is densely concentrated in small regions of X , the

amount of samples needed would again be not feasible. A source of examples that

demonstrates this difficulty in sampling can be found in [56].

Equally to simulated annealing, MCMC methods explore the configuration space

X iteratively. However, now the sequence of visited configurations x(t) builds a
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Markov chain. It has been shown that given the target distribution P (x), one can

construct a Markov chain satisfying certain conditions in order for the distribution of

the samples x(t) converge in the limit to P (x) [24, 1]. This means that after suffi-

ciently long number of iterations, the states x(t) can be taken as samples of P (x). In

the following I present in detail the theory of MCMC sampling and in particular the

Metropolis-Hastings and the Gibbs sampling methods for my vine structure problem.

4.3.1 Markov Chains and Detailed Balance

A Markov chain in a discrete and finite space X is defined using transition prob-

abilities from state x to a new state x′:

T (x′;x) = P (x′|x) (4.6)

with
∑

x′ T (x′;x) = 1 for all x, which means that for any given state x, the tran-

sition probabilities of all states x′ that can be reached from x sums to one. Now,

denoting by p(0)(x) an arbitrary initial distribution on states x ∈ X , the Markov

chain specified by T induces a sequence of distributions p(t)(x) of states x ∈ X

defined for t > 0 [1]:

p(t)(x′) =
∑
x

T (x′;x) · p(t−1)(x) (4.7)

The sequence p(t) in general depends on the starting distribution p(0). However, it

can be shown that under certain conditions imposed on the Markov chain T (see

below), for any initial p(0) the distributions p(t) converge to a stationary distribution

of T [24, 14]. A probability distribution π(x) is said to be stationary with respect to

a Markov chain T , if it satisfies:

π(x′) =
∑
x

T (x′;x) · π(x) (4.8)

The conditions imposed on the Markov chain T in order for getting the convergence

lim
t→∞

p(t) = π to a stationary distribution π of T , and for any arbitrary p(0) are [1]:
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• Irreducibility: It is possible to get to any state x′ from any other state x.

• Aperiodicity: The chain must not get stuck in cycles.

To relate stationary distributions of T and convergence of p(t) to the problem of

sampling from a target distribution P (x), consider what happens when P (x) is such

that lim
t→∞

p(t) = P and P is stationary for T . While running the Markov chain T , at

each iteration t, the state x(t) is a sample from the distribution p(t). Thus, because

of the convergence of p(t) to P , one will have that after enough iterations have been

performed on the chain, lets say N iterations, the samples x(t) will be approximately

samples of P for all t > N .

In summary, the idea of MCMC methods is to design a Markov chain T satis-

fying the conditions of irreducibility and aperiodicity and such that the stationary

distribution to which p(t) converges is the target distribution P (x) from which one

wants to sample. This designing of T may appear as hard as the original problem

of sampling from P (x). A simpler alternative, from the different methods that exist

to design T (see [56]), is defining T such that the target distribution P satisfies the

detailed balance equation [93, 7, 1, 56]:

P (x′)T (x;x′) = P (x)T (x′;x) (4.9)

It can easily be shown by summing both sides over x, that if P satisfies Equation 4.9,

then P satisfies Equation 4.8 and thus P is a stationary distribution of T [1]. A conve-

nient property of Equation 4.9 is that because the normalization constants cancel out,

one can design T by using the unnormalized factor P ∗(x) [14]. This is the case for

my HMRF vine model that uses a Gibbs distribution with unknown normalization

constant (see Equation 3.2). In the following sections, I describe two fundamental

methods that specify T according to the detailed balance equation. The methods are

Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampling. These methods has been used before for

image parsing and bottom-up/top-down scene understanding [93, 1, 7] and thus they

are of importance for my evaluation of methods used for vine structure inference.
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Figure 4.2: Metropolis-Hastings sampling from a proposal distribution Q(x′;x).
The proposal distribution Q shown in dashed lines may be dependent on the cur-
rent sample x. Thus a sequence of points has associated a sequence of proposals.
The target distribution P ∗(x) is shown in solid line. Adapted from [56].

4.3.2 The Metropolis-Hastings Method

The Metropolis-Hastings method makes use of a proposal distribution Q(x;x(t))

that in general depends on the current state x(t), and such that is easy to sample from

it. See Figure 4.2. The method starts with an initial state x(0) and iteratively, at each

iteration t a new state x′ is proposed as a sample of the current proposal Q(x,x(t)).

The new sample x′ is accepted using the ratio [24]:

α(x′;x(t)) =
P ∗(x′)

P ∗(x(t))
· Q(x(t);x′)

Q(x′;x(t))
(4.10)

If α(x′;x(t)) ≥ 1 then x′ is accepted, otherwise it is only accepted with probability

α(x′;x(t)). Also if the new state x′ is accepted then one sets x(t+1) = x′ otherwise

one retains the previous state and set x(t+1) = x(t). This iterative procedure can be

seen as a MCMC method that defines the transition matrix T by:

T (x′;x) =


Q(x′;x) if x′ 6= x; α(x′;x) ≥ 1

Q(x′;x) · α(x′;x) if x′ 6= x; α(x′;x) < 1

Q(x′;x) + β(x) if x′ = x; β(x) =
∑

α(y;x)<1

Q(y;x)(1− α(y;x))

(4.11)

It can be shown that this transition matrix T satisfies the detailed balance Equa-

tion 4.9 with respect to P (x) [24, 9]. Therefore, as seen in the previous section,
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Figure 4.3: Gibbs sampling in a 2D state space (x1, x2). (a) the target distribution
P (x); (b) at iteration t a new x

(t+1)
1 is taken as a sample from P (x1|x(t)2 ); (c) still at

iteration t, a new x
(t+1)
2 is taken as a sample of P (x2|x(t+1)

1 ). (d) two iterations of
Gibbs sampling. Adapted from [56].

the distribution of the samples x(t) converges to P (x). Furthermore, the conver-

gence is independent on the chosen initial state x(0). The proposal distribution Q can

be defined as simple as a Gaussian, and when defined symmetric with Q(x′;x) =

Q(x;x′) the acceptance probability reduces to the simple proportion α(x′;x(t)) =
P ∗(x′)

P ∗(x(t))
. This simplification is also known as the Metropolis method [14].

4.3.3 Gibbs Sampling

Gibbs sampling is a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings method seen in the

previous section. In Gibbs sampling, we denote with P (xi|x1, ...xi−1, xi+1, ..., xm) :=

P (xi|x−i) the conditional distribution of a single component given all the others.

Then, given a current sample x(t), a new sample x′ is constructed as identical to x(t)
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Algorithm 4.3 Heuristic Search Based on Gibbs Sampling
1: procedure GS(x0, nmax)
2: x← x0

3: xbest ← x0

4: Emin ← ENERGY(x0)
5: for n← 1, nmax do
6: for i← 1, ncomp do . iterate over the components of x
7: xi ← CONDITIONALSAMPLE(x, i)
8: end for
9: E ← ENERGY(x)

10: if E < Emin then . keep track of the minimum energy state
11: Emin ← E
12: xbest ← x
13: end if
14: end for

return xbest
15: end procedure

except in the component i. Finally, the component i is sampled from the distribution

Q(x′;x(t)) = P (xi|x(t)
−i) (4.12)

Note that by replacing Equation 4.12 in Equation 4.10 we have that in Gibbs sam-

pling α(x′,x) = 1 and thus all new states x′ are accepted. Figure 4.3 illustrates

the iterative procedure of Gibbs sampling for a two dimensional target distribution

P (x) = P (x1, x2). In practice and for more dimensions, at a single iteration t each

component x(t)i of x(t) is updated sequentially by sampling from the conditionals on

the already updated and non-updated components:

x
(t+1)
1 sample from P (x1|x(t)2 , ..., x

(t)
m )

x
(t+1)
2 sample from P (x2|x(t+1)

1 , x
(t)
3 , ..., x

(t)
m )

x
(t+1)
3 sample from P (x3|x(t+1)

1 , x
(t+1)
2 , x

(t)
4 , ..., x

(t)
m )

...

x(t+1)
m sample from P (xm|x(t+1)

1 , x
(t+1)
2 , ..., x

(t+1)
m−1 )

(4.13)
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Gibbs sampling is useful in the case where P (x) is complex, but the condition-

als P (xi|x−i) are easy to sample [56]. This turns out to be true for MRF models

where the conditionals are reduced to conditionals on neighbor states, P (xi|x−i) =

P (xi|xci) [7]. In the context of my inference problem, Algorithm 4.3 presents an

adaptation of the Gibbs Sampling method to perform an heuristic search for the min-

imum energy state. The idea is basically to keep track of the minimum state at all

iterations of normal Gibbs sampling, which we know that after long runs will resem-

ble samples of our target distribution. Evaluation of this heuristic against all other

methods is presented in the next Chapter.

4.4 Min-Sum Loopy Belief Propagation

The min-sum belief propagation algorithm is a message passing method that can

be used for energy minimization [7]. Message passing algorithms operate on a tar-

get graph of a graphical model, a MRF graph or a Bayesian network [100]. Here I

will use it for my HMRF vine model which has a corresponding graph described in

Section 3.3.1. Now, there are two types of quantities involved in a message passing

algorithm. The first quantity is that of messages, which are values that are passed

from node to node in the graph. Intuitively, a node xk tells to its neighbor node xi
what it believes about the plausible values that xi should take. This message value

mk→i from xk to xi is computed as information that the source node xk has gathered

from itself and its other neighbors xi′ , but with i′ 6= i so there is no direct reinforce-

ment of the information that xi already has. Particularly to the min-sum algorithm for

minimizing a target energy function with potentials Φk and Ψik, messages between

nodes are defined by the following formula borrowed from [7]:

mk→i(xi) = min
xk

Φk(xk) + Ψik(xi, xk) +
∑

i′∈η(k)−{i}

mi′→k(xk)

 (4.14)

where η(k) is the set of indices of the neighbors of xk. The second quantity involved

in a message passing algorithm is that of belief values. Differently to messages, be-

liefs are computed at nodes, and they are computed mixing the messages arriving to
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the node and its own information. In the min-sum algorithm this mixing for comput-

ing the belief bi at a node xi is computed as the sum of all messages arriving at the

node [100, 7]:

bi(xi) = Φi(xi) +
∑
k∈η(i)

mk→i(xi) (4.15)

Having defined messages and beliefs, a message passing algorithm works by

firstly initializing belief values at each node; and secondly by sending messages be-

tween neighbor nodes iteratively until the updates on belief values converge, or until

a maximum number of iterations has been reached. Here, there are two fundamental

questions that has been researched over the past decades regarding message passing

algorithms. Denote by b(t)i (xi) the computed belief value after iteration t ends, and

denote the limit limt→∞ b
(t)
i (xi) = b∗i (xi) if convergence occurs. The first question

is under what conditions the belief values b(t)i (xi) converge. The second question

is given convergence, what interpretation can be given to the belief values b∗i (xi).

For the first question, it has been established that when the graph is singly con-

nected or is a tree, the belief propagation defined in Equations 4.14 and 4.15 will

converge [98, 74]. Furthermore, in these same conditions, the belief limits b∗i (xi) can

be used for finding correctly the configuration x∗ that minimizes globally the energy

of the potentials Φk and Ψik, by computing each component as follows [75, 7]:

x∗i = arg min
xi

b∗i (xi) (4.16)

In general graphs with loops, the belief propagation scheme may not converge, or

if convergence is achieved, the limit belief values may not be related to the optimal

solution that minimizes the target energy [98, 100]. However, belief propagation has

been shown to be extremely useful in computer vision and has been continuously re-

searched and applied heuristically to graphs with loops, being know as Loopy Belief

Propagation [7, 74, 68, 18]. In the algorithm for cyclic graphs, one has to choose an

order of updating the messages, which in the most simplistic scenario corresponds

to iterate over the array of all nodes in the graph. In the literature, the most used

approach of belief propagation in computer vision is to use what is known as factor

graphs [100, 7]. In general, a factor graph is composed by two kinds of nodes, factor
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Figure 4.4: Two examples of the graph of the Vine Model in a factor graph repre-
sentation. At the top, energy costs of three variables can happen at branches where
a cane segment is subdivided into another two. At the bottom, an alternative is to
always consider only pairwise energy factors. Boxes in this diagram represent factor
nodes, which can be thought as functions that take as arguments the circular nodes
that are connected to them in the graph.
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nodes and variable nodes [100]. A variable node is simply a node in the Markov

graph of the model in question. On the other hand, this Markov graph is augmented

with the factor nodes which represent a factorization of the model’s energy function

in terms of the variables. For example, if one had an energy function of the variables

x1, x2, x3 of the form

E(x1, x2, x3) = Φ1(x1, x2) + Φ2(x1, x3) + Φ3(x1, x2, x3) (4.17)

then there would be 3 factor nodes on the factor graph, corresponding to each cost

term Φi; and there would be 3 variable nodes corresponding to each xi with i =

1, 2, 3. An example of a factor graph for our vine Markov model is shown in Fig-

ure 4.4. As commonly used, factor graphs are represented by squares, and they are

connected to the corresponding variable nodes on which the corresponding energy

term is defined. Variable nodes in turn are represented by circles. For our vine model,

I can have energy terms of three variables (branch points) and two variables (single

connections). However, as seen in Section 3.3.6, I can also consider only pairwise

energy terms and have always factor graphs of the form of the one shown at the

bottom of Figure 4.4.

Using this new representation of factor graphs, it turns out that the algorithm for

belief propagation can be done in sequential updates for messages that arrive from

variable nodes to factors, followed by messages from factor nodes delivered to vari-

able nodes [100]. An implementation of this approach is outlined in Algorithm 4.4.

This algorithm is also the one used for evaluating inference of structure using belief

propagation against the other methods presented in the previous sections. The mes-

sage updates for factor nodes can be computed either from the sum of messages that

arrive at the sender variable node from other factors different from the receptor [100]:

mi→f (xi) =
∑

f ′∈η(i)−{f}

mf ′→i(xi) (4.18)

On the other hand, messages from factors to variable nodes, take a similar form
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Algorithm 4.4 Min-Sum Loopy Belief Propagation
1: procedure LBP(nmax)
2: for f ← 1, nf do . iterate over factors
3: mi→f (xi)← INITIALIZEMSN(i, f, xi) . initialize factor messages
4: end for
5: for i← 1, ni do . iterate over variables
6: mf→i(xi)← INITIALIZEMSN(f, i, xi) . initialize variable messages
7: bi(xi)← INITIALIZEBF(xi) . initialize beliefs for xi
8: end for
9: for n← 1, nmax do

10: for each mi→f (xi) do . factor messages
11: mi→f (xi)← UPDATEMESSAGE(i, f, xi) . Equation 4.18
12: end for
13: for each mf→i(xi) do . variable messages
14: mf→i(xi)← UPDATEMESSAGE(f, i, xi) . Equation 4.19
15: end for
16: for i← 1, ncomp do . beliefs
17: bi(xi)← UPDATEBELIEFS(xi) . Equation 4.15
18: end for
19: end for
20: for i← 1, ncomp do
21: xi = arg minx′i bi(x

′
i) . Equation 4.16

22: end for
return x

23: end procedure
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of the messages in Equation 4.14:

mf→i(xi) = min
xk∈X(f)−{xi}

f(xi, xk) +
∑

i′∈η(f)−{i}

mi′→f (xk)

 (4.19)

where I have denoted by X(f) the set of variables on which the factor node f is

defined and I am assuming always pairwise factors of the form f(·, ·). The general

case follows straight forward from this equation. See also [100].
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Comparative Results and Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I present the results and evaluation of my HMRF vine model

and the MAP inference methods proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. With

this purpose, firstly I start by defining the evaluation procedures that I have used for

measuring precision and recall of the reconstructed vine structures. Here, there are

three different properties that I evaluate, which are related to the covered region of the

reconstructed canes against ground truth canes that have been manually annotated.

Having a way to measure precision and recall, secondly, I present results of ap-

plying my methods to vine images that have been extracted from vineyards at Lincoln

University in Christchurch, New Zealand. Here, I compare results of the four infer-

ence methods I selected in Chapter 4. Also, I compare against my prior published

research that I have generalized in this thesis.

Finally, I analyze the proposed energy model and the convergence of the energy

minimization methods that I have used. For this used a test example of a vine struc-

ture that can be minimized globally in terms of the energy, and analyze whether our

energy model is in accordance to the expected vine structure. I end by presenting

graphs for convergence of energy changes over iterations of the inference methods.

89
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Figure 5.1: Examples of measuring precision and recall. The green lines represent
ground truth canes. The red line represent inferred canes by our method. There are
four different scenarios when measuring precision. In (a) more than Tcov% of the
ground truth cane is covered by the inferred cane, while in (b) less than Tcov% is
covered. Subsequently, in (c) more than Tcov% is covered but the inferred cane has
pd < Td% points outside the ground truth cane. Finally, in (d) the ground truth cane
is covered by more than one inferred cane. See the text for details.

5.2 Evaluating Vine Structure Against Ground Truth

Data

In this section I present the evaluation methods to measure precision and recall of

the reconstructed vine structures against ground truth data. Ground truth data consist

of a set of vine images that have been manually annotated with polylines representing

all canes in the images. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a ground truth vine and an

inferred vine using the Gibbs Sampling method as proposed in this thesis.

To measure how accurate the inferred canes are against ground truth data, there

are four scenarios that I have to account for. These are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Here, precision and recall are measured according the percentage of coverage pcov
of an inferred cane over a ground truth cane, and the percentage pd of points of an

inferred cane that lie at a distance of r to the points of the ground truth polylines.

The basic idea of measuring precision in my methods is to threshold pcov by Tcov and

pd by Td according to the possible cases exposed in Figure 5.1. This thresholding is

explained in the following.
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Figure 5.2: Examples of Ground Truth and Inferred Canes. To the left a ground
truth cane. To the right an inferred cane using Gibbs Sampling as proposed in Sec-
tion 4.3.3.
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Firstly, in any of the four cases of Figure 5.1, if the percentage of coverage is

pcov < Tcov, then I set precision to be 0%. This means I only consider inferred canes

to be correct if they cover at least Tcov% of a ground truth cane. For Tcov = 50%,

Figure 5.1 (a) shows a correct inferred cane, while Figure 5.1 (b) shows an incorrect

inferred cane. Secondly, in the case pcov > Tcov for precision measuring, I considered

as correct canes the ones that achieve pd > Td, in which case I set precision to

be pcov%. Otherwise, if pd < Td, I set precision to 0%. Figure 5.1 (c) shows an

incorrect inferred cane where pd < Td and thus precision is 0%. Finally, in the case

of Figure 5.1 (d) I simply set precision to 0% without further analysis.

The main reason for using 0% as explained above, is that I wanted to compare

my results with those of [8] and my previous research [57, 58], where results used

exactly this same approach. In previous research, it was found that a single ground

truth cane was being represented by a very large number of small segments, which

then would imply high precision even when the underlying structure of the vine was

wrongly reconstructed (all segments were disconnected). Therefore, the 0% can be

seen as a penalization to this case.

Similarly, another important note about our evaluation of precision and recall

is that both Td and Tcov are not redundant. In fact, there are scenarios where an

extracted canes can go in and out of a single ground truth cane region or furthermore

the extracted cane can go from one single cane into a second cane. Using only Td
this would end up being high precision, when the extracted cane is not recognizing

any ground truth cane rightly. Since, we wanted to penalize this case, we used Tcov
and we made evaluations and got results of using only Td (by setting Tcov = 0) and

using both Td and Tcov. See the next section for the results.

In conclusion, for a full vine structure as a list of canes, precision is then the total

length of correct inferred canes divided by the total length of inferred canes. The

recall is the total length of correct inferred cane divided by the total length of ground

truth canes. Here, a cane is considered correct if the percentage of coverage is more

than Tcov% and the percentage of points inside a ground truth cane is more than Td.

In this cane the precision is set to pcov. This means in Figure 5.1 the only correct

cane is (a) with precision pcov.
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5.3 Precision-Recall Results
In this section I present precision and recall results of applying the inference

methods of Chapter 4 to real vine images. For this, we had the robot collecting data

at Lincoln University in Christchurch, New Zealand. We collected samples from

Sauvignon Blanc type of vines available at this place. The procedure of collecting

the image data from cameras is described in the introduction Chapter 1. The resulting

data is in the format of videos of vines saved as image sequences. From the several

thousand of image frames available from this collection, we took only 699 frames of

two vine videos, for a total of around 1398 frames, though because each frame had

left, right and top views, this ends with 1398 x 3 image samples. We only used this set

because these were the only frames from which we have manually annotated ground

truth structure of the vine. To annotate the ground truth structure for a single frame,

we built a system with an user interface where a human can specify canes shown in an

image and classify where there are branches, tips, crossings etc. Finally, we used this

data to measure and compare precision and recall for 6 methods, including Iterated

Conditional Modes (Section 4.1), Simulated Annealing (Section 4.2), the heuristic

search based on Gibbs Sampling (Section 4.3.3), Belief Propagation (Section 4.4),

and two prior research methods of Simulated Annealing of Marin et al. [58] and

Gibbs Sampling of Marin et al. [57]. Note that by simplicity in the rest of this chapter,

whenever I talk about the Gibbs Sampling method I will be referring to the heuristic

search based on Gibbs Sampling presented in Section 4.3.3.

Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1 summarize all precision and recall measurements. In

Figure 5.3 the preference is to have values close to the top right corner, which means

high precision and high recall. I divided precision and recall measures in three cate-

gories based on the following terms:

• Canes Overlap Coverage: This is the percentage of points of an extracted

cane that is close enough to ground truth canes, i.e., the percentage of points

of an extracted cane that is overlapping ground truth canes. This is thresholded

with Td.

• Canes Length Coverage : This is the percentage of points of an extracted
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Figure 5.3: Precision and Recall results for a set of real vine images. Here a single color represent a particular method, and
each type of marker (square, circle or line) represent a type of measure of the different percents of coverage of ground truth
canes by inferred canes, using Td = 80%, Td = 50% and Tcov = 50%.
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Table 5.1: Precision - Recall Results
Precision Range

min - max
Recall Range

min - max Avg. Precision Avg. Recall

Td = 50% Canes Overlap — Tcov = 0% Canes Length Coverage
Iterated Conditional Modes 0.36 - 0.57 0.68 - 0.92 0.45 0.82

Simulated Annealing 0.33 - 0.64 0.75 - 0.94 0.44 0.84
Simulated Annealing [58] 0.11 - 0.32 0.63 - 0.97 0.16 0.93

Gibbs Sampling 0.39 - 0.64 0.75 - 0.95 0.49 0.83
Gibbs Sampling [57] 0.06 - 0.3 0.51- 0.95 0.1 0.94

Loopy Belief Propagation 0.32 - 0.61 0.33 - 0.85 0.45 0.6
Td = 80% Canes Overlap — Tcov = 0% Canes Length Coverage

Iterated Conditional Modes 0.31 - 0.51 0.6 - 0.89 0.4 0.70
Simulated Annealing 0.29 - 0.6 0.62 - 0.86 0.4 0.73

Simulated Annealing [58] 0.1 - 0.3 0.47 - 0.95 0.16 0.89
Gibbs Sampling 0.32 - 0.56 0.54 - 0.89 0.42 0.72

Gibbs Sampling [57] 0.03 - 0.28 0.5 - 0.95 0.1 0.92
Loopy Belief Propagation 0.24 - 0.55 0.25 - 0.89 0.37 0.5

Td = 90% Canes Overlap — Tcov = 50% Canes Length Coverage
Iterated Conditional Modes 0.16 - 0.69 0.10 - 0.66 0.36 0.31

Simulated Annealing 0.17 - 0.68 0.15 - 0.67 0.4 0.35
Simulated Annealing [58] 0.02 - 0.26 0.02 - 0.52 0.19 0.18

Gibbs Sampling 0.22 - 0.72 0.13 - 0.7 0.43 0.37
Gibbs Sampling[57] 0.01 - 0.24 0.01 - 0.55 0.14 0.30

Loopy Belief Propagation 0.05 - 0.51 0.05 - 0.48 0.21 0.2
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cane that cover in length one single ground truth cane. This is thresholded

with Tcov.

In our evaluation, we used different threshold values for Td and Tcov to measure

and group precision and recall in three different categories. In the first two categories,

no length coverage is taken into account (Tcov = 0%), and only canes overlapping

is considered with Td = 50%, Td = 80% respectively. On the other hand, the third

category imposes not only overlapping with Td = 90% but length coverage as well

with Tcov = 50%. Also please note that when I say that a method A have improved

in more than 100% over another method B, it means that if the measure of B is x

then the measure of A is at least 2 · x.

Overall, all methods presented in this thesis performed very similar in terms of

canes overlap coverage with values around 0.44-0.49 for Td = 50% and 0.37-0.4

for Td = 80%. For canes coverage in length with Tcov = 50%, the best method is

the Gibbs Sampling method with precision of 0.43 followed by Simulated Annealing

with 0.4 and ICM with 0.36. Also, I observed that all the methods presented in this

thesis outperformed the prior research methods of Marin et al. [57, 58]. In particular,

I improved the Gibbs Sampling method [57] with increased precision by more than

100% in all three categories of coverage. Specifically increased precision from 0.1

to 0.49 when Td = 50%; from 0.1 to 0.42 when Td = 80%; and from 0.14 to 0.43

for Tcov = 50%. Also, the Simulated Annealing method presented in this thesis,

performed above the Simulated Annealing method of [58], again with improvements

in 100% for all three categories. This suggest that the Simulated Annealing method in

this thesis increases length coverage when including information of flow, which [58]

omits.

Among the four methods presented in this thesis, belief propagation was the

worst method in length coverage, in both averaged precision and recall. This suggest

most of the cane segments are not being connected, and though the computed beliefs

converged, they are converging far from the true MAP values (see next section).

Interestingly, even this method of belief propagation performed better than prior re-

search for recovering canes in terms of cane length coverage, with about 50% im-

provement against the Gibbs Sampling method [57] and 20% improvement against
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the Simulated Annealing method of [58]. However, when considering only over-

lapping of ground truth canes, as mentioned before, belief propagation performed

competitively to the rest of the methods presented here, and even surpassing all prior

research methods by more than 100%.

In terms of recall, as expected, skeleton cane segments do a good job in recog-

nizing most of the canes present in the vine images. Thus, for the cane overlapping

categories, recall was above 0.7 for all methods, except for the loopy Belief Prop-

agation method when Td = 80% which reported recall of 0.5. Therefore, for all

other methods, only 30% of the ground truth canes where not overlapped in up to

Td = 80%. For the length coverage category, however, recall fell below 0.35, which

suggest that even though many cane parts are recognized, several segments are not

being connected.

Finally, it is important to see that overall, the vine model and all inference meth-

ods presented in this thesis surpassed previous research of Marin et al. [57, 58]. This

suggest that the inclusion of penalties for maximum connections and flow contradic-

tions that my proposed model includes helps in recognizing better vine structures in

both overlapping and cane length coverage. However, all measurements of precision

and recall in the third category of cane length coverage with Tcov = 50% fall below

their respective measurements in the first two categories, since less corrected canes

are detected given small unconnected cane segments fall short in representing full

canes.

5.4 Experimental Analysis of the Energy Model and

Convergence

In this section I want to analyze convergence of the four MAP inference methods

proposed in this thesis for estimating vine structure. The outline for this experimental

analysis is:

1. Get a sample set of vine binary images from which I know the true minimum

energy and their structure.
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2. Run each of the four MAP inference methods with random initializations and

analyze energy convergence to the true minimum for all images in the sample

set.

To get the sample set, unfortunately at the time of writing this thesis, there is no

shortcut but to manually annotate the structure of a vine on a set of input images.

After this, we would evaluate the energy on manually annotated structure states,

which we would take as the true minimum energy values. As we saw in the previous

section, we have already a set of manually annotated ground truth data for a con-

siderable large number of vine images. However, the framework that was used for

generating the ground truth in the previous section, is not compatible with the im-

plementation of the methods in this thesis, as they both have different data structures

and is not easy to build our Markov graph on top of them. If fact we would need

the canes to be specified and cut in a way similar to the skeleton cane segments we

found on Section 3.1. Another solution would be to use instead auto generated data

from which we can evaluate true minimum energy. However this also implies that

we need first developing believable artificial vine structures and second investigating

the validity of the convergence on artificially generated data compared to true vine

images. Therefore, given time restrictions in this section I performed the outlined

experimental analysis on a single vine image. This means this section serves merely

as a guideline of a work in progress and to-be-published paper on which we present

the full and complete convergence analysis of all four methods. Figure 5.4 shows

the single test vine image with the respective initial cane segments (all unconnected

by default). We have manually annotated the true state for this image so we know

exactly the true minimum energy and its structure. The image also shows the true

connectivity of the cane segments which yields an energy of 30.5885. The energy

model used here is the one presented in Section 3.3.6.

I start by analyzing the convergence of the method of Iterated Conditional Modes.

For this, I run Algorithm 4.1 with five random initialization of both states of con-

nections and flow directionality. As expected, since ICM is a greedy algorithm, it

suffers from getting stuck at local minimum. This is shown in Figure 5.5. Also,

energy values per iteration for all five initializations are shown in Table 5.2. The
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Figure 5.4: Test Vine For Energy Analysis. At the top, all skeleton cane segments
that we are considering for this vine image. Here different colors represent different
cane segments. At the bottom, the true vine structure with colors being full canes.
Here the true minimum energy value is 30.5885.
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Initializations
1 2 3 4 5

0 57.907 66.798 64.851 62.015 62.6995
1 35.5462 37.1793 37.3825 39.747 40.4037
2 35.5462 35.0217 37.3825 36.95 40.4037
3 35.5462 35.0217 37.3825 36.95 40.4037

Iterations

4 35.5462 35.0217 37.3825 36.95 40.4037

Table 5.2: ICM with five random initializations for inferring vine structure in Fig-
ure 5.4. The algorithm achieves convergence to a local minimum in less than 5
iterations. The global minimum is 30.5885.

.

Figure 5.5: Convergence of ICM on the test image of Figure 5.4. Here each color
represent a single run of the algorithm from a random initialization until convergence
of the energy values.
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Figure 5.6: Convergence of Loopy Belief Propagation on the test image of Figure 5.4.

best achieved energy is 35.0217. I found that the algorithm always converge to a

local minimum in less than 4 iterations. As the table values suggest, several different

local minimum exist for our energy model. Also, ICM is very sensitive to where

it is initialized, getting to different minimums even when a small difference in the

initial energy. This can be seen in the energy values of initializations 4 and 5, which

are 62.015 and 62.6995 and that converge to significant different energy values of

36.95 and 40.4037 respectively. One possibility for this behaviour is that the energy

model yields similar energy values for vine structure configurations with significant

difference in connectivity and flow directionality. Another possibility is that ICM

is unstable when used for vine structure inferece, in the sense that small changes in

the initial vine configuration yields big difference to the energy value to which the

algorithm converges.

Similarly to ICM , loopy belief propagation presented energy convergence to a

local minimum. Figure 5.6 shows the energy evolution over iterations of the algo-

rithm. Differently from ICM , belief propagation doesn’t need an initialization, and

it operates taking into account all possible values for the hidden variables. The min-

imum energy reached by this algorithm is 68.99, which is the worst energy achieved
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compared to all other three methods. Also, the energy converged quite fast, always

in under 7 iterations.

Next, I analyzed the convergence of Simulated Annealing. In general, Simulated

Annealing was not able to reach the global minimum on the test image of Figure 5.4,

and only converged to local minimum energies around the value of 30.9 - 32.5. Given

that the algorithm depends on many parameters, I ran the algorithm several times

with different parameter values. The parameters to tweak are the initial temperature

IT ; the minimum temperature mT that the system is going to target during cooling;

the temperature cooling rate 0 < αT < 1 that allows the system to gradually bring

the temperature down by the operation T ′ = αT · T ; and the maximum number of

iterations that the system spends at each temperature value. In Table 5.3 and Fig-

ure 5.7 the maximum number of iterations per temperature value modified, and for

each of its values, I ran simulated annealing 100 times and measured the averaged

minimum energy reached. Similarly, in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.8 the cooling rate

parameter αT was modified and the averaged minimum energy was measured. For

all of these experiments, all other parameters were left constants with values of min-

imum temperature mT = 0.001, initial temperature IT = 2 and αT = 0.8 for the first

experiment and 150 maximum number of iterations on the second experiment. The

results of these experiments, as seen in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively, suggest two

things. Firstly, the more number of iterations spent at a temperature value, the better

for the system to get to lower energies. The relation seems to decay exponentially,

and no big significant changes in the minimum energy is achieved after 150 - 200

maximum iterations. Secondly, as expected, the faster the systems cools down, the

worst it is for it to get to lower energies and the system get stuck in local minimums.

Here the relation appears to be linear and values of αT < 0.7 yield already solutions

far from the global optimum. In conclusion, a good set of parameters for running

simulated annealing for inferring vine structures is mT = 0.001, IT = 2, αT = 0.8

and 150 - 200 maximum number of iterations per temperature.

To see the iterative behaviour of thes simulated annealing algorithm over time,

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 shows the evolutions for the first 12 the last 4 temperature

values when running the algorithm on the test image of Figure 5.4 and with the set
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# Iterations / Temperature Avg. Min Energy
50 39.25
100 34.54
150 32.09
200 31.85
250 31.53
300 31.49

Table 5.3: Averaged Minimum Energy dependency on the maximum number of it-
erations per temperature in Simulated Annealing. Other parameters for the algo-
rithm were left constants with minimum temperature mT = 0.001, initial tempera-
ture IT = 2 and temperature decreasing factor αT = 0.8.

Figure 5.7: Averaged Minimum Energy reached with Simulated Annealing as a func-
tion of maximum number of iterations at each temperature value.
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αT Avg. Min Energy
0.9 31.9
0.8 32.25
0.7 34.38
0.6 36.72
0.5 39.69

Table 5.4: Averaged Minimum Energy dependency on the temperature cooling rate
αT in Simulated Annealing. Other parameters for the algorithm were left constants
with minimum temperature mT = 0.001, initial temperature IT = 2 and 150 itera-
tions per temperature.

Figure 5.8: Averaged Minimum Energy reached with Simulated Annealing as a func-
tion on the temperature cooling rate αT .
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Figure 5.9: One run of the Simulated Annealing algorithm. This graph shows the
cooling process, plotting the energy in each iteration of the first 12 temperature values
on the vine image in Figure 5.4. Here a single color plot the energy values at a single
temperature value.
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Figure 5.10: The cooling process of Simulated Annealing in the same run of the
algorithm as shown in Figure 5.9. Here I show the last temperatures when conver-
gence to a local minima is achieved. A single color plot the energy values at a single
temperature value.
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of parameters as described in the previous paragraph. The minimum energy reached

was that of 32.0014. As shown in Figure 5.9, during high temperatures, as expected,

the system oscillates down and up. Also, the system presents several horizontal

regions that can arrive from two possibilities– the system is staying at a single vine

structure configuration or the system is actually making changes to the structure but

the changes don’t affect the energy. The second option can arrive from the fact that

when changing flow directionality of a whole cane, no flow contradiction is inducted,

yet, the configuration is already in another state from which it can go further to other

energy states.

Also, one of the main features of simulated annealing, of being able to escape

local minimum to get to lower energies, can be appreciated in Figure 5.10. Here,

the system is almost completely cool and its making mostly decisions to get to lower

energy configurations. At a temperature of 0.056295, the system goes down from

33.3378 to 33.2232. Afterwards the system spends all the iterations of the tempera-

ture of 0.028823 at the same value, and when the new temperature of 0.0184 starts,

the system escapes from this state to a higher energy state of 33.2471, only to come

down to 32.2471 afterwards and finally reaching the local minimum 32.0014 where

it spends all the remaining iterations.

Simulated Annealing and ICM are specifically designed to minimize an energy

function. On the other hand, as I noted in Section 3.2 and Section 4.3.3, Gibbs

sampling is designed to extract samples from a joint distribution, using iteratively

conditional samples of one variable given all the others. The trace plot of using

Gibbs Sampling for the test vine in Figure 5.4 is shown in Figure 5.11. In total the

algorithm iterated for getting 20000 samples. The first thing to note in this trace

plot, is that the samples generated by Gibbs sampling are presenting convergence to

a stationary distribution. This can be seen at the top image, where the chain samples

appear to be fluctuating and centered around the energy value of 32-33. Secondly, the

chain is mixing well, in the sense that it is exploring well the distribution and getting

vine structure configurations where the energy is very high. Another observation is

that there is not burn in time, and the distribution of samples appear to be the same

right from the first thousand iterations. Our random heuristic search, interestingly,
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Figure 5.11: Trace Plot of Gibbs Sampling Iterations and Energy for each sample. At the top, the whole set of 20000
samples. At the bottom I zoomed in to show the last 500 samples. Right from the first iterations the minimum energy of
30.5885 for the vine structure in Figure 5.4 is sampled.
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visits the global minimum energy configuration (with energy 30.5885) in the first few

iterations. At a local scale, in the bottom figure, the chain samples appear to present

auto correlation, since successive samples are not to far away from each other in

energy terms. However, as mentioned before the chain explores quickly different

energy ranges and presents convergence.
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6

Conclusions

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis proposes a novel HMRF vine model to extract vine structure from

images. This can be regarded as the application of state-of-the-art computer vision

methods to the problem of vine structure retrieval from images. I have formulated

the problem in the context of MAP inference in a way that the most likely vine

structure can be inferred. The model uses skeletonisation for extracting a list of cane

segments that are visible in the input images, and MAP estimation resolve hidden

connectivity between them. Also, an energy model was proposed and defined by

penalizing the number of connections at end points, penalizing flow contradictions

between connected cane segments, and by learning two class conditional densities

for modeling the probability of connecting a given pair of candidate points.

To evaluate and analyse the usefulness of our method, in this thesis I have also

presented comparative results between four different MAP inference methods that

solve vine structure using our proposed HMRF vine model. These methods are It-

erated Conditional Modes, Simulated Annealing, an heuristic random search based

on Gibbs Sampling and Belief Propagation. I have found that my proposed methods

improve precision against prior research by more than 100%, meaning that if previ-
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ous research had x precision, here my methods achieved at least 2 · x in precision.

Also on average, the search based on Gibbs Sampling has better averaged precision

of 0.43 for length coverage in relation to the other methods, followed closely by my

proposed Simulated Annealing method with averaged precision of 0.4. Also, within

my methods, Belief Propagation presented the worst performance with an averaged

precision of 0.21 in a scale from 0 to 1.

Note that it is hard to tell if 0.43 of precision is enough without considering the

whole robot system. My system is dependent on the preprocessing steps of back-

ground removal and wires and posts extractions (to get a cleaner vine binary map).

It is intuitive obvious that the better the accuracy of extracting the 2D vine structure

on images, the better one would expect the stereo correspondence to work for recon-

structing the 3D model of the vine using these 2D structures. However, depending on

the stereo correspondence method, there could be room for fixing the inaccurate 2D

structures during the reconstruction process. Therefore, the usefulness of a precision

of 0.43 still needs to be addressed in the future.

In conclusion, the model and methods proposed in this thesis generalize and im-

prove precision while maintaining consistently recall in comparison to prior research.

I presented an experimental analysis of the convergence of each of the selected in-

ference methods for the task of vine structure of a test vine image from which I have

the exact minimum energy. Here, once more I assert that the heuristic random search

based on Gibbs Sampling is suitable for vine structure retrieval and reaches the min-

imum energy value, in comparison from the other methods that usually only find a

local optimum state.

6.2 Future Work

There are several topics related to my methods and results that need to be re-

searched in the future. Firstly, we need to investigate to what extend my methods

are dependent on the quality of the binary vine map. Heuristically, we noted that our

algorithms worked better on images where less noise from leafs regions or artifacts

are present in the binary image, but this needs to be researched in deep. One way

of achieving this is to measure precision and recall on the same image with artifacts
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and without artifacts, and compare.

Also, some regions are challenging to process since crossing canes with similar

direction are represented in a binary image with a single skeleton cane segment, and

this unique cane segment is used for representing two different real cane segments.

In the future we need to address this case scenario in our model. For this, first I

need to be able to recognize these regions, and then one solution could be to just

duplicate the cane segment. A second solution is to modify the the Markov graph

model at those regions, so a cane segment may have multiple connections not only

at branching points but in these scenarios as well.

Note also that as we saw at the end of the previous Chapter, we are currently

working on a paper related to the experimental analysis of convergence of the MAP

inference methods. We are working to use both ground truth data and artificially

generated vine structures to evaluate and compare convergence all our methods. In

this work, we will be also interested in investigating and evaluating methods based

on graph-cuts for estimating vine structures in our Markov model.

Finally I believe that our method can be improved in terms of precision and recall.

For this I will improve the energy model to include global information of currently

connected segments at any given time during optimization. Our energy model is still

making mainly local decisions in the sense that a connection candidate is aware only

of the first and second degree neighbors, but not on the current whole connected

cane. Another limitation of the proposed method is that some cane segments are not

considered even as candidates, because of the method of selecting the candidates is

filtering points within a threshold distance. Also, irrelevant connection candidates

are being chose like for example pairs of cane points that are separated by a big

background hole. Therefore, further research for selecting connection candidates is

needed.
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